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Executive Summary
This document addresses the need that the strategies suggested and recommended by supranational
organisations are increasingly co-created with and implemented by regional and local authorities. This is due
in part, to the fact that states often prove to be obstacles to the long-term implementation of important
strategies due to national interest, differing political ideologies and the perceived need to gratify their
respective electorates before committing themselves to the addressing of global issues. A second reason for
supranational interest in local administrations is the lack of policy continuity that has been observed
throughout Europe and beyond. A solution has been the idea of co-creation and the subsequent collaboration
of the public sector with the private, research, academic and citizen sectors which together form what is
known as the Quadruple Helix. It is believed that by engaging the citizen at city level together with the other
aforementioned social sectors, policies can be formulated which will have been designed as the result of a
broad socio-political consensus, that in itself would provide further guarantees for the continuity of the policy
until it has been satisfactorily completed. A socio-political collaboration of this type is only within the grasp
of city councils thanks to their proximity to the stakeholders. Long-term continuity is especially although not
exclusively important when one addresses environmental issues. There exist problems at the local level too.
Identified solutions to environmental challenges often require time and the comprehension of local citizens
whose daily routine may be affected when, for example, in order to prevent loss of water through leakage,
many roads of a municipality are obstructed for long periods of time whilst new infrastructures are installed.
This deliverable demonstrates to all members of the Quadruple Helix but especially municipal governments
a methodology which effectively creates collective awareness and citizen engagement by establishing a
Digital Social Platform (DSP) and subsequently leads to involving citizens in a process of co-creation and
implementation of a policy, which increases the likelihood of policy continuity based on mutual knowledge
and trust. It is a guide for those city councils who have already identified the need to initiate a sustainability
plan and who seek the support and collaboration of the local population as well as conditions that can
support long-term continuity. The POWER methodology encompasses four major pillars: 1) an assessment of
the status quo of the local water governance capacity, 2) the creation of citizen awareness on local water
challenges and the stimulation of citizen engagement through the POWER DSP, 3) the ensuring of long-term
continuity by entrusting engaged citizens with the role of policy overseers, and finally 4) the development of
inter-city cooperation and knowledge exchange. Based on academic investigation and subsequent practical
experience, sections four and five of the deliverable give a step-by-step description on how to implement the
POWER approach. The described guidance to raising citizen awareness and citizen engagement highlights the
need to start the process by assessing the city’s status quo followed by a participatory requirements analysis
leading to the definition of a clear set of goals and a solid understanding of the underlying needs of the three
main target groups (citizens, professionals and politicians/policy makers) right from the start. The resulting
socio-technical requirements then define the roadmap for the subsequent development of a suitable set of
engagement strategies – which in order to be effective have to combine online and offline measures – along
with their implementation, the identification of the most important specific features of the platform and the
development of the contents to be published on the DSP. Establishing a process of continuous impact
monitoring has proven vital in order to evaluate progress and also to serve as a steering instrument
facilitating the timely introduction of countermeasures should performance stay below expectations. As
illustrative examples, descriptions of the practical experiences of the four POWER Key Demonstration Cities
showcase successful implementations of the approach. Furthermore, the experiences of the participants in
the political stage in which citizens form part of the local COuNcils for Citizen ENgagement in Sustainable
Urban Strategies (ConCensus) are described. The need for and effectiveness of inter-city collaboration is
addressed by the movement of POWER follower cities currently counting 18 municipal governments and 3
organisations (representing 14,418 municipalities), the declaration of Pisa and the establishment of the
POWER Best Practice Repository in order to exchange ideas between citizens, professionals and politicians
within a city and with other cities. Finally, we provide first-hand reactions from cities who have observed the
progress of the project as external third parties and a detailed case study from the city of Hanau in becoming
the first city outside the consortium implementing a POWER DSP.
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The POWER implementation methodology

The POWER implementation methodology aims to support local municipalities to build the capacity to
proceed with the creation, implementation and subsequent coherent continuity of long-term, wateroriented strategies at a local level and to provide guidance in their transition towards water-wise cities. Cities
are rapidly expanding and water resources are under increasing pressure. We need to find ways to do more
with less, while ensuring that cities are resilient to floods, droughts and the challenges of growing water
scarcity. The POWER approach enables cities to set an important cornerstone for their transition towards
addressing these challenges by encouraging collaborative action, underpinned by a shared vision, so that
local governments, urban professionals, and individuals actively engage in sustainably managing all waters
of the city. To reach this ambitious goal, the approach defined by POWER consists of a wide array of measures
and instruments and this deliverable provides a comprehensive guideline for cities to follow and adopt for
their own water-oriented strategy to strengthen urban water resilience. The POWER implementation
methodology is grouped in four main pillars:
1. The assessment of a city’s status quo aimed to identify current trends and pressures as well as the
performance of a city with regards to its water management.
2. The POWER toolkit promotes and facilitates engagement with citizens to build stronger and more
resilient local communities by raising awareness of water issues, sharing knowledge about how to
address them, fostering readiness to act, enabling them to co-create now solutions and to actively
involve them in municipal decision and policy making processes as well as supporting grassroots
initiatives.
3. An integral part of our approach is to ensure the long-term political continuity.
4. The networking with other municipalities to exchange knowledge between cities.
An overview of the POWER methodology is depicted in Figure 1. The methodology of implementing the longterm vision also includes the assessment methodology as an essential part of monitoring and controlling its
implementation. The assessment methodology is also entailed in this deliverable in form of a brief summary
while we refer to D4.10 for a detailed description.

Figure 1: Overview of the POWER Implementation Methodology
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1.1 Initial assessment of city status and definition of goals
As an initial step, the City Blueprint® Trends and Pressures Framework (TPF) - consisting of 12 descriptive
indicators divided over social, environmental and financial categories - provides a first indication of the main
social, environmental and financial challenges that may affect local water management. Subsequently, the
City Blueprint® Performance Framework (CBF) aims to discover the potential for improvements and sharing
of knowledge, experiences and best practices between cities. The City Blueprint® Performance Framework consisting of 25 indicators that cover the entire urban water cycle and includes categories for water quality,
solid waste, basic water services, wastewater treatment, infrastructure, climate adaptation and governance
- assesses the integrated water management performance of a city. The indicators are reported and
visualized in a spider web providing a holistic overview of the current status of an urban water system in
order to enable decision-makers to define a water-wise management that can help cities envision their key
objectives in transitioning their water system and become water-wise. Both City Blueprint frameworks are
described in full detail in deliverable D4.5.
The next step of the POWER approach is to establish a water governance baseline that will help cities to
improve the role and polices of local authorities, stakeholders and citizens in addressing common waterrelated sustainability challenges. The Water Governance Capacity Framework (GCF) provides an assessment
of the main enabling conditions that determine the governance capacity needed to address specific water
challenges. It helps to identify the main barriers and opportunities to improve urban water management and
it also points to the most effective application possibilities for the introduction of the POWER Digital Social
Platform (DSP) in the local context. The framework consists of nine conditions, each with three indicators
assessing the governance capacity required to address the water challenges. Deliverable 4.7 provides a
comprehensive guideline for the GCF assessment. Both assessment approaches (the City Blueprint
frameworks and the Governance Capacity Framework), are also described in deliverable D4.10 with regards
to their relevance as an essential part of monitoring and controlling implementation of the POWER long-term
vision.

1.2 Stimulating citizen engagement on water-related sustainability issues
The second pillar of the POWER implementation methodology comprises formats and tools for both online
and offline citizen engagement: Its central element, which links all other approaches, is the POWER Digital
Social Platform (DSP, labelled Water Community Platforms in the POWER Key Demonstration Cities). Yet, the
successful introduction of such a platform has to start not with the technical implementation, but rather with
a detailed analysis of the focus area (derived from the City Blueprint assessments and the water governance
baseline) along with the participatory requirements definition in close collaboration with the targeted user
groups. Based on these analyses the actual DSP can be set up and filled with content. At the same time, the
city should also establish a process of continuous KPI-based impact monitoring in order to identify lowperformance areas and to derive measures that address any problems as early as possible. Naturally no such
platform could achieve any long term impact on its own, it is vital to integrate online and offline, real-world
interactions continuously in a comprehensive engagement strategy along with effective, targeted
communication and dissemination strategies ensuring a wide outreach. Last but not least, strong local
communities also require measures for direct citizen involvement in the creation and implementation of local
policies, for which ConCensus has been designed in order to ensure long-term continuity.

Participatory requirement analysis
A solid understanding of the needs and requirements of citizens, politicians and policy makers as well as
water professionals is key to successfully implement a digital social platform addressing water-related urban
challenges. For that purpose, the involvement of all target and stakeholder groups in the implementation
right from the start is the best way to make sure their voices are being heard in the process and they start
developing a sense of ownership of the initiative. As explained in detail in deliverable D3.2, such a
participatory requirement analysis should begin with interviews and workshops with citizens, water utility
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employees, and city council workers covering topics such as existing interventions, institutional roles and
policy processes, data requirements, sociotechnical constraints, etc.; and the discussion about those topics
should be facilitated by pre-defined stakeholder-specific usage scenarios personas and visual user stories for
the envisioned DSP. The resulting socio-technical requirements define the roadmap for the following steps
of the implementation: the identification of suitable engagement strategies, the identification of the most
important specific features of the platform, for the development of the contents to be published on the DSP
and for the areas to be monitored using specific Key Performance Indicators.

Engagement strategies: Measures for awareness-building and knowledge-mobilization
In order to engage a large number of people from different social and demographic tiers and create a
collective intelligence that is able to influence the decisions about water concerns, the POWER project
developed a framework for enhancing public participation in the digital context. This framework or
engagement model (fully described in Deliverable 3.4) uses a combination of online (digital) and offline
(physical) channels to engage with targeted user groups. Digital tools, such as the DSPs or dedicated social
media (Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn) are a useful for collaborative knowledge formation, dialogue,
information exchange and also as a political instrument for collaboration. Offline engagement activities are
essential participation tools that provide opportunities for dialogue and mutual learning among the target
users in the real world. These offline activities include: workshops, industry panels and conferences, Science
Cafés and participation in cultural festivals/community events, and innovation bootcamps and design jams.
These tools and activities successfully tested in the POWER project can be used for specific purposes
according to a city’s specific challenge and tailored to its different target groups (with different motivations,
needs, expertise, levels of knowledge, attitudes, digital skills, and time to dedicate to the process). In practice,
the process of defining and customizing the content and engagement models for a given city starts with the
definition of challenges and the creation of corresponding content, followed by the selection of specific
engagement models from the POWER approach along with a detailed roadmap for their implementation and
sequence. To provide just one explanatory example of how technology and selected engagement methods
should be mutually aligned: the overarching focus of reducing water consumption in a city could be (among
many others) be tackled by one or more online challenges published on the DSP explaining the specific need
to save water accompanied by a citizen science intervention assessing existing consumption patterns and a
corresponding communication campaign. This could at a later stage be extended by an idea contest along
with an innovation design jam co-creating new ideas for saving water in the city.

Platform setup and maintenance
The POWER DSP is designed to provide suitable information and incentives for users raising their awareness
about the water-related challenge(s) at hand and to stimulate platform usage. The process of setting it up
entails the technical infrastructure needed and the installation of the platform itself and customizing its
functionalities to address the needs of different stakeholder groups. Furthermore, it also requires the city to
define and staff administrative roles, namely the community manager responsible for building, monitoring
and driving the local community, and the content editor responsible for developing contents published on
the DSP. Together they develop the “branding” of the platform and fill it with appealing contents in close
alignment with the selected and defined engagement models (see previous section) in order to ensure that
platform users repeatedly return to and contribute to the platform, connect with others exchanging
knowledge, discussing solution ideas and learn about the water issue at hand in their city.

Establish continuous impact monitoring and steering
The continuous monitoring, evaluation and learning is key in order to optimize the process of public
awareness creation and engagement. Establishing a process of social impact monitoring with a specific set of
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Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) will facilitate a city in assessing and evaluating the progress that is being
achieved through these measures and identify areas for adjusting future efforts. The process of establishing
an effective monitoring and steering scheme starts with the definition of a set of Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs) covering the city’s main focus area(s) and setting ambitious but realistic target values for each KPI
which will allow to spot trends in performance. From the resulting extensive set of KPIs a set of 8-10 main
indictors should be selected for high-frequency monitoring (e.g. on a monthly base, whereas a full
assessment can be done less often, for example once a year). This will allow a city identify areas of low
performance in a timely manner while at the same time keep monitoring efforts at bay and, when progress
stays below expectations, timely react and analyze the causes of low performances and to define corrective
actions.

1.3 Ensuring long-term political continuity
The POWER methodology was developed to illustrate the importance of Digital Social Platforms (DSPs) in the
process of raising political and social awareness regarding water challenges. However, that in itself is not an
end, but rather the means to an end; the creation and the subsequent full implementation of effective
policies which answer the crisis which society faces is the ultimate objective. It is not one, that can be
achieved by POWER, but it is one to which POWER can contribute. If a local government is willing to employ
an open form of governmental procedure whereby all the sectors of the Quadruple Helix, (the public, private,
academic and research and citizen sectors) are involved from the outset, then a strong base is established on
which to build a long-term policy which permits the consequences of the policy in question to have sufficient
time to take effect. Social awareness which the POWER approach can create and nourish as will be seen in
this report is rewarded with a significant role in the process. Initial consensus brought about by co-creation
between all the stakeholders discussing their views face-to-face and on the Water Community Platform
avoids later criticism which may lead to opposing political figures appealing to hitherto excluded sectors for
support in electoral processes which may occur during a policy’s lifetime. Social awareness results in public
opinion, which can be oriented to a specific, single-theme means of communication, the DSP, which is both
factual, politically neutral and open to all interested parties. Furthermore, the creation of local COuNcils for
Citizen ENgagement in Sustainable Urban Strategies (ConCensus) whose principal mechanism is the DSP,
provides private individuals the opportunity to ensure that the process to which they have contributed both
interest and time, is fully implemented by publicly vouching for the completion of the policy in question. This,
in turn, guarantees that both human resources and funds invested in the action by the agencies of technical
implementation do not ultimately go to waste as the result of local political rivalries.

1.4 Measures to strengthen inter-city collaboration
If, as POWER stresses, the stakeholders of a municipality hold the key to effective long-term implementation
of broad supranational strategies, it is also important and beneficial for all concerned that the
aforementioned stakeholders can communicate with their counterparts in other towns and cities both in the
same country and abroad. The City Blueprint of one city will have gaps that other cities have managed to
resolve. The experience of stakeholders in one town may have discovered obstacles that other towns have
overcome. The employment of the POWER methodology and the establishment of a local Water Community
Platform in one place can act as a catalyst for other municipalities to follow its example.
This mutual learning process which encompasses knowledge exchange, dissemination and possible
replication can be achieved by hitherto uniformed local governments and their citizens being informed of the
POWER approach both at public events such as those which have taken place in Pisa and Brussels during the
course of the project and by these administrations being directed to the existing Water Community
Platforms. The creation of The Power Follower City movement was executed in order to begin this process
of expansion. The Declaration of Pisa, (as described in D5.4 Public engagement Activities-Report) a document
which defines the intent of its signatories to accept that water is a critical global issue, that local stakeholders
have a vital role to play in the search for effective solutions and that the signatories will follow the progress
of POWER was an important initial step that will also contribute to the post-project continuity which all
funded research initiatives should seek.
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The creation of the Best Practice Repository (BPR) also plays a fundamental role in providing access to the
experience and successes of others. It is a specific library of practical measures to counteract the water-based
challenges that society faces. It provides a broad source of data which can be adopted by cities, acting as a
central point of water-related information which is readily accessible to all interested stakeholders.
D4.4 demonstrates that the POWER Implementation Methodology does not only provide support to the issue
of water. The City of Hanau in Germany, which has established its own POWER DSP is working with the same
methodology in order to promote and encourage local action concerning the issue of energy. Indeed, it can
be argued that POWER is a process which like many other supporting mechanisms to open, transparent and
effective decision-making could be applied to almost any issue of weight within a village, town or city.
The following document does not repeat information which has already been provided in other POWER
project deliverables. When necessary, it summarises such details but in essence, it focuses on those aspects
that have been created in order to achieve the long-term continuity of the POWER process itself and the
successful implementation of the resulting local policies which POWER can help to define and execute.

2 The need for long-term visions
The addressing of environmental issues requires time. If society truly believes that in the light of increasing
environmental and demographic factors the principal challenge facing the modern world is the creation of a
sustainable global community then it is essential that an ample, heterogeneous social audience with distinct
levels of scientific comprehension ranging from the concerned layman, the professional stakeholder, the
political decision maker and the specialised scientific and technical expert be informed of the issues, each
person according to their needs. Awareness leads to concern, concern leads to engagement, engagement
leads to consensus and consensus leads to continuity.1
The obstacles of nation-state bias, political-party ambition, economic temptation and civil disinterest all too
often result in short-term policies designed more to enhance the reputation of political stakeholders with an
eye on the date of future elections rather than truly attempt to dedicate the necessary time and resources
to resolve vital environmental issues. In the words of Dambiso Moyo, ‘…the root of the problem is a
predilection for short-termism that has become embedded in the political and business culture of modern
democracies. By design, Western politicians have relatively short political horizons; they are often in office for
terms of less than five years. So they find their duties regularly interrupted by elections that distract from the
job of addressing long-term policy challenges. As a result, politicians are naturally and rationally drawn to
focus their efforts on seducing their electorates with short-term sweeteners’.2
There is no simple answer to overcoming such obstacles. Policy makers should ensure that their successors
are more firmly bound to complete policies once democratically approved. At the moment, policies are
routinely, although not always, discarded once the instigator has been removed from office, thereby creating
policy uncertainty, discouraging future investment and ultimately frustrating the necessary objectives. This
situation of one step forward, two steps back is a common and costly political occurrence which instead of
resolving urgent global issues, simply produces public disenchantment and frustration. Uncertainty and
confusion can signal the end of a political or social movement and even more so in subjects related to
environmental issues which often demand high investment without visible, high-profile effects.
In order to counter such a state of affairs the in-depth engagement of municipalities and all local stakeholders
can increase the likelihood of long-term strategies being executed if three conditions are adhered to:
a) By bringing into play at a local level where face to face dialogue is possible, at the very outset of
an initiatives’ design, the representatives of the Quadruple Helix (public sector decision makers

1

Elelman, R, Feldman, D.L. (2018) The future of citizen engagement in cities—The council of citizen
engagement in sustainable urban strategies (ConCensus). Futures Volume 101, August 2018, Pages 80-91.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.futures.2018.06.012
2
Moyo, D (2018) Edge of Chaos - Why Democracy Is Failing to Deliver Economic Growth-and How to Fix It.
ISBN-13: 9780465097470
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and technicians, the private sector including SMEs, the academic research sector and the citizen),
in order to produce an open, transparent process whereby cross-sectoral consensus is
established from the outset.
b) By replacing political party interests with local non-political concern.
c) By naming the above-mentioned stakeholders, the guardians of the execution of the agreed
policy, by publicising and denouncing any attempt to deviate from the approved course of action.
This would, as Moyo (2018) and Elelman and Feldman (2018) stated, create extremely difficult obstacles to
policy repeal and the destructive force of short term approaches.

3 The main actors
3.1 The municipality
Municipalities are key players in resolving global issues. They have, whether one is discussing a village, a
town, a city or a vast urban metropolis, since the beginning of the 21st Century, been recognised by
supranational entities such as the United Nations (UN), as the necessary targets and principal implementers
of supranational environmental strategies such as the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The
International Resource Panel of UN Environment in its report, The Weight of Cities3 describes the importance
and evolution of ‘specific coalitions of city-level forces…to achieve well-being and access natural resource
flows.’
The World Bank in 2017 cited cities as the forum in which people could be brought together in order to create
sustainable opportunities and as the ‘…anchors for securing development gains amid increasing climate and
disaster risks’4. The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) in 2016 advocated a
prominent role for cities in addressing water issues highlighting the importance of stakeholder engagement,
multi-level approaches to governance and the need for a city-to-city learning process citing among others,
participants in the POWER project. Above all, it demanded that cities and other levels of government join
forces in order to be truly effective.5
The European Union (EU) reacted to the failure of the Agenda 21 process in which citizens were encouraged
to provide input to long-term policy visions only for them to become increasingly disheartened as
governments at all levels systematically, at best implemented certain ideas but without any further public
involvement or at worst, simply relegated the work of the enthusiastic volunteers to the dusty oblivion of a
local bureaucracy’s shelves. The form of this reaction was the creation of the Covenant of Mayors for Energy
in 2008, which was transformed into the Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Energy in 2016. This initiative
which has now gone global has been signed by 9,833 municipalities in 59 countries representing a population
of 326,339,511 people.6 It is, by far the largest global environmental movement in which the onus has been
placed on local governments to lead a bottom-up, inclusive and proactive approach to the issue of climate
change and sustainable energy practices.
The Covenant of Mayors is a milestone as it has demonstrated the capacity of municipal administrations to
create broad public awareness. No one has now not heard of CO2 emissions or renewable energy. They might
3

IRP (2018). The Weight of Cities: Resource Requirements of Future Urbanization. Swilling, M., Hajer, M.,
Baynes, T., Bergesen, J., Labbé, F., Musango, J.K., Ramaswami, A., Robinson, B., Salat, S., Suh, S., Currie, P.,
Fang, A., Hanson, A. Kruit, K., Reiner, M., Smit, S., Tabory, S. A Report by the International Resource Panel.
United Nations Environment Programme, Nairobi, Kenya.
4
https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/feature/2017/04/19/three-roles-cities-play-in-building-asustainable-future
5

OECD (2016) Water Governance in Cities OECD Studies on Water, OECD Publishing, Paris DOI:
https://dx.doi.org/10.1787/9789264251090-en
6

Source: https://www.covenantofmayors.eu/about/covenant-initiative/covenant-in-figures.html
14/10/2019
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not understand the technical intricacies of such issues but they do know they are important. And that is why
energy is now a mainstream issue, whereas water remains very much to the rear of public consciousness.
It is the municipality which has the socio-political capacity to truly involve the Quadruple or indeed Quintuple
Helix (Public Sector, Private Sector, Academic and Research Sector, Citizens and furthermore, environmental
activists) in the creation, undertaking and guaranteeing of the necessary policy continuity to ensure that
initiatives are given sufficient time to bear fruit, thus permitting the transformation of modern urban spaces
into the sustainable societies which the global community needs to develop. Local, informed laymen can hold
their political representatives to account and exert a pressure which is not possible at a national or
international level. The municipality is the gateway to social consensus regarding an issue. The POWER DSP
is a potential key to that gateway.
3.1.1

The power key demonstration cities

During the creation of the POWER consortium, four cities were engaged in order to be able to put both the
DSP and the accompanying engagement methodology to the test. Two were from the United Kingdom,
Leicester and Milton Keynes, whilst one was Spanish, Sabadell and one was Israeli, Jerusalem. These cities
were defined as the Key Demonstration Cities (KDCs).
The European Innovation Partnership on Water (EIP Water) identified priority areas which centre on
challenges and opportunities in the water sector and on innovation-driven actions that can deliver the
highest impact. POWER addresses four of the eight priorities in the POWER KDCs:
 Extreme weather events (Surface water flood risk) (Leicester, United Kingdom)
 Reduction in water consumption (Milton Keynes, United Kingdom)
 Water quality (Sabadell, Spain)
 Variables related to water conservation (Jerusalem, Israel)
Leicester City Council joined the project as the objectives of POWER coincided with the administrations
ambition to make Leicester a smart city, whereby digital technologies and solutions are implemented to
support the city’s adaptation to climate change. The municipality had decided before the creation of POWER
that the said objective would be achieved by modifying stakeholder behaviour, by making transportation,
communication and business more efficient and by minimising the use of resources in order to address the
Climate Emergency that has been declared in the city.
Within POWER, the principal goal for Leicester City Council (LCC) was to promote awareness of potential
extreme weather events such as flooding by providing real time river water levels and predictive warnings
for potential flooding within the city. The development of a Digital Social Platform (DSP), known locally as the
Leicester Water Community would allow LCC to provide focused information on flood risk which could not
be displayed on the corporate website. This provided an opportunity for citizens and other stakeholder
groups discuss and react to topics related to flood risk and broader water-based issues.
The other City Council involved as a partner in the project was Milton Keynes. Whereas Leicester is facing a
potential threat of flooding, Milton Keynes is situated in an area where there exists a shortage of water.
Milton Keynes has the ambition to double the size of its population by 2050 and yet there are no means to
provide the additional water which would be necessary to supply the additional number of inhabitants.
Therefore, water efficiency has become a local priority. When joining the POWER consortium, Milton Keynes
City Council sought, as the governing body of the city, which like all UK local authorities has no direct
responsibility for the supply of water, to understand the reasons for water scarcity in its area and perhaps
just as importantly, to investigate how ordinary citizens could contribute to the overcoming of such an
obstacle to the growth of the city.
Two KDCs were not represented by local governments but rather by the water utilities supplying the city in
question. In Sabadell, in Spain, the water utility CASSA has always considered the establishment of bidirectional communication channels with customers as a priority. This was the principal reason why CASSA
were keen to join the POWER consortium. Previous to the onset of the project, CASSA had already created
client-oriented communication channels but they were keen to expand such communication to all the
citizens of Sabadell.
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The reuse of water is important in Sabadell and indeed in the region of Catalonia as a whole. In order to
extend public acceptance of water reuse, CASSA sought to provide further, more in-depth information
concerning the quality and management of water in general and of regenerated water in particular to a
broader social audience who CASSA would seek to inform and involve in water management at a local level,
whilst simultaneously disseminating the already established school-oriented programme concerning water
named EDUCASSA.
Due to climate conditions and a rapidly increasing population, the City of Jerusalem is a leading centre of
water expertise. HAGIHON, the Jerusalem Water Utility were eager to participate in POWER in order to
understand the potential of the POWER DSP both as a singular source of water-based information but also
as a catalyst and mechanism of civic engagement. The opportunity to better inform residents concerning the
chemical content of local water and thus increase public demand for improved water standards was one of
the HAGIHON’s principal objectives at the outset together with the possibility of interacting with other cities
in different countries. The further development of a pre-established educational programme which explains
the many aspects of water supply to thousands of school children each year was a further factor but above
all, HAGIHON, supported by the City Council of Jerusalem were keen to involve citizens in the process which
would lead to public, private and community gardens being irrigated efficiently, with the possibility of actions
regarding such open spaces being financially and technically supported by the local administration.
3.1.2

The role of the key demonstration cities in power

The POWER project offers an innovative Digital Social Platform (also known as Water Communities) to cities
and users prioritising social value, scalability, transferability, social empowerment and motivation to act
initiated by a link and scale up approach to raise awareness and stimulate public engagement. Following the
involvement and engagement of different social and political groups (including citizens, community groups,
voluntary associations, politicians and representatives of the academic, industrial and public sectors), steps
for political continuity, consensus and post-project knowledge creation can be deployed to guarantee the
implementation of long-term visions.
The four KDCs were chosen because of their active work in their specific water-related areas and engagement
in best practices through their respective municipal governments and/or water utilities. Whilst the water
challenges of the KDCs are different, the cities share underlying common issues such as building resilience in
the face of climate change, the enhancing of the appreciation of the value of water as a natural resource and
commodity, the provision of safe and secure water for all citizens, the protection of the water environment
in terms of its quality, quantity and ecology and enhancing sustainability through the increase in the practice
of water conservation and water reuse.
The role and contributions of the KDCs have been essential towards the achievement of the POWER
objectives through the undertaking of the following tasks:
1) Attaining an understanding of main stakeholders, technical challenges, legislative drivers and socioeconomic factors involved in meeting the water challenges for the development of the sociotechnical requirements of the DSP (T3.2). These requirements complemented the functional and
technical requirements (T2.1) for the development of the POWER DSP in its three tiers with specific
functionalities for the 4 KDCs (T2.2-T2.4).
2) Through the content development in the Water Communities, KDCs have defined use cases and
participatory scenarios (T3.3) for citizen engagement and ConCensus in line with the engagement
model (T3.5) and associated activities (T5.3), supported by the gamified knowledge visualisation
model developed by EIPCM (T3.4).
3) Sharing knowledge of the local authorities’ and water utilities’ experiences through the best practice
repository (T3.1), industry panels, user-group meetings, conferences and dissemination events (T5.1
and T5.3).
4) Pilot-testing the POWER DSP prototype in each city (T2.5) and learn about the effectiveness and
obstacles of DSP implementation from the perspective of all user groups through the systematic
collection of feedback (T4.4)
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5) Providing resources and key contacts for the assessments of the UWCS performance (City Blueprint)
and of the trends and pressures of the Governance Capacity Framework in each KDC carried out by
KWR and Utrecht University (T4.4 and T4.5)
In the implementation of the POWER approach in the KDCs, the partner organisations, either municipalities
(Leicester and Milton Keynes) or water utilities (CASSA and HAGIHON), are leading experts in their respective
water-related areas at a regional level and they share the same objectives of the project. Both types of
organisations have the obligation to care for their stakeholders. The water utilities principally focus on the
delivery of reliable potable water and wastewater treatment for their customers. With regards to water,
municipal governments have the responsibility of ensuring the safety and well-being of their citizens,
including managing local flood risks, land-use and planning policy as well as emergency response. Depending
on the country and the local situation, municipal governments can also be responsible for the supply of water
as is the case, for example, with Figueres in Spain, one of the POWER follower cities. (See: Section 7) but the
two city council POWER project partners do not have that role.
An important difference, as will be observed below, is the difference between these two types of
organisations in relation to the implementation of the ConCensus approach and the securing of long-term
political continuity. In the KDCs represented by water utilities, the POWER partners needed to approach and
engage with local politicians, and work with the municipal government in order to ensure the continuity of
the political activity decided by the members of the local ConCensus committee. Within the municipal
governments participating in POWER, local politicians are in-house and elected or removed periodically (each
4 years in the UK). In practical terms, the decision of the political activity selected by the local Consensus
committee would from the outset require a link to the existing priorities of the local government in question.

3.2 The citizen
The very definition of a citizen is closely connected to the concept of the municipality. The word in English,
citizen is taken from the Anglo-French citezein, an alteration of the word, citeien, which in turn is derived
from cité or city and indeed the first use of the word appeared in the 14th Century, and was defined as one
who was an inhabitant of a city or town (not a nation) and who was entitled to the rights and privileges of a
freeman.
At city (or municipal), regional, national or indeed in the case of the European Union, supranational level,
citizen participation is the basis for democracy. The proactive participation of someone who lives in a
particular place and who has obligations to that particular government (such as the payment of taxes and
obedience to the law) and who is a civilian rather than a civil servant (although one person can fulfil both
conditions) is an important concept which if forgotten can lead to a sharp decline in the quality of sociopolitical activity. The doyen of the Enlightenment, Jean Jacques Rousseau wrote as early as 1762 in The Social
Contract that ‘as soon as public service ceases to be the main business of the citizens...the state is already
close to its ruin’. However, as Nancy Roberts pointed out in 2008, at present, direct citizen participation at
any political level is still ‘viewed with scepticism even wariness’7
The idea that Representative Democracy protects society from uninformed public hearsay and the possibility
of a populist tyranny, together with the fact that modern society requires specialised experts to undertake
specific tasks is a prevalent and yet, as has been demonstrated both in the United States and Europe recently,
a flawed one. The argument that at the scale of a nation state, direct democracy is not possible due to the
complexity of modern society could be seen as convincing and yet it forgets one important point. Since the
beginning of this century, the dominant role of the nation state has been questioned and many people have
sought to reinstate the municipality as a key stakeholder in the addressing of global issues. (See Section 3.1).
Therefore, if one agrees that there does indeed exist the need for a more prominent role for local
administrations in both policy creation and implementation, one can also conclude that a new and important
opportunity for the engagement of the private citizen in an open, more transparent form of direct,
participatory democracy has revealed itself.

7

Roberts, N.C (Ed) (2015) The age of direct citizen participation, Routledge ISBN 978-0-7656-1513-8
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Citizen engagement versus citizen participation – an overview

Many political observers and institutions have noted that since the relative failure of the Agenda 21 process
at the beginning of the century, there has been, over the last twenty years, an increase in demand for
improved citizen engagement. In the 1980s, Cernea et al (1985) had already spoken of a ‘…rising public
concern for environmental protection, sustainable development, and participation and institution building.’8
The World Bank declared Citizen Engagement to be a strategic priority in 20139 and added in 2014 that
‘Growing evidence confirms that under the right conditions, citizen engagement can help governments
achieve improved development results’10 while the OECD clearly stated in 2015 that ‘services work better
when designed and delivered in partnership with citizens, and that listening to stakeholders’ insights can
foster innovation in service delivery practices and better risk management’.11
How does one define citizen engagement? The first essay normally demanded of a student of Politics is
whether or not their chosen field of study is a science. The answer, as with most issues addressed in any area
broadly termed as humanities, is very much a subjective argument open to many interpretations. Citizen
Engagement is an excellent example of a political activity whose definition is still much debated. However,
one can state that is an intentional, proactive dialogue between citizens and elected decision makers, as
opposed to citizen participation which is a process initiated exclusively by citizens. Therefore, at first glance
one could assert that citizen engagement is top-down whereas citizen participation is bottom-up. The latter
is informal by nature and seeks from the outset to mobilise public participation and support. A good example
would be a petition. The former is top-down to the extent that the initiative to involve citizens comes from
the policy-makers or third parties once a gap in local policy has been carefully identified, rather than from
popular demand from within a city. It is a more formal approach which seeks to provide the citizens with the
necessary mechanisms with which they can contribute to policy-making, whilst determining how to engage
them successfully, and providing them with sufficient information about the issue at hand so that they are
capable of taking informed decisions. In recent years, an often-observed example of this is participatory
budgeting. The objective of both processes is the improvement of municipal services and policies. POWER, it
could be stated, is citizen engagement by nature whilst seeking to offer the transparency and continuity for
which citizen participation often yearns. Furthermore, the activity within POWER of citizen engagement
employing as its principal mechanism the POWER Digital Social Platform, has led to the identification of a
demand for a more profound civilian role in policy implementation and the further development of one
means to satisfy such a demand.

4 Creating collective awareness and public engagement through the
POWER DSP
4.1 Participatory requirements analysis
Once the assessment of the current state of the city using the City Blueprint frameworks and the Water
Governance Capacity Framework is completed with a clear set of goals defined (see deliverable D4.10), the
POWER implementation process starts by analysing the actual requirements. Key to achieving a solid
understanding of their underlying needs is the involvement of three target groups right from the start:
8

Cernea, M.M. (ed.) (1985) Putting people first. Oxford University Press for the World Bank ISBN 0-19520465-4
9
Gigler, S. (2015) From citizen feedback to inclusive institutions: 10 lessons. Governance for Development
Blog of the World Bank. http://blogs.worldbank.org/governance/citizen-feedback-inclusive-institutions-10lessons
10
World Bank (2014) Strategic framework for mainstreaming citizen engagement in World Bank Group
Operations: Engaging with citizens for improved results. World Bank Report 92957 2014/12/05
11
. Akhmouch, A and Romano, O. (2016) Water Governance in Cities. OECD. Studies on Water, OECD Publishing, Paris
DOI: https://dx.doi.org/10.1787/9789264251090-en
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politicians and policy-makers, water professionals and citizens. The implementation of this step in the four
POWER Key Demonstration Cities has been documented in detail in deliverable D3.2, here we provide a short
summary serving as a guideline for other cities, outlining the participatory requirements analysis depicted in
Figure 2.

Figure 2: POWER methodological approach for a participatory requirements analysis
Starting with a clear definition of the specific water-related problem at hand in the city – informed by
literature, by experiences from related projects (within the same city or from related best-practice examples)
and by the overarching goals of the city – we propose then to continue with the development of stakeholderspecific usage scenarios, personas and visual user stories for the envisioned DSP. Such (preliminary) scenarios
and user stories have proven to be useful tools to spark discussion and contribute to a common
understanding of the focal points at hand. The formulation of scenarios of use follows the methodology of
user-centred design and scenario-based design in particular (e.g. Carroll, 1995; Cooper et al., 2003). The
scenarios should provide narrative descriptions of what people do and experience as they try to make use of
the envisioned platform while Personas describe specific target users, outlining relevant characteristics that
facilitate impersonation by the reader. The narrative descriptions in the scenario should possibly be
supplemented with visual elements of platform features and different scenarios should be constructed for
each stakeholder group (citizens, cities, and water utilities). Supported by these scenarios of use, the
subsequently organized requirement workshops with citizens and stakeholder interviews should then be
designed to address a selection of the following issues:


consideration of the technical issues in the sustainability challenges faced by the city, water utilities
and citizens;



understanding of the current relevant legislation and regulatory framework of the city;



exploration of the potential of gamification to incentivize users;



consideration of the barriers to behavioral change;



investigation of ways to meet the different needs of citizens, water utilities and city councils



response to initial DSP scenarios, exploring whether the scenarios capture the needs of the citizens
and how the scenarios could be improved;



socio-technical constraints: social or skills-related barriers that prevent certain groups from using the
DSP, including required actions for the engagement of underprivileged groups;



institutional roles and policy processes: responsibilities of different actors with respect to the
selected topic, as well as the policy design process to implement interventions;



current interventions: ongoing campaigns or other interventions to help achieve the pilot objectives;



data requirements: a) currently collected data about related issues and citizens or customers; b)
additional data required for decision support and policy making that can be obtained through or
visualized and shared within the DSP.
As described in the following subsections, the resulting socio-technical requirements define the roadmap for
the subsequent derivation of a suitable set of engagement strategies and their implementation, the
identification of the most important specific features of the platform (and their potential extension by own
developments) and for the development of the contents to be published on the DSP.
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The POWER engagement model described in detail in deliverable D3.4 provides a framework for effective
citizens’ engagement at the local level through different approaches that are capable of involving the diverse
interested stakeholders. Key to the POWER approach is the involvement of three main target groups:


Bottom-Up. Households and businesses, who can use the DSP to find out about water issues
affecting them and be enabled to change behaviors to promote water sustainability and security
(Bottom-Up approach).



Politicians and mayors, who are supported in the implementation of EU water and climate policy
(Top-Down approach);



Professionals, who can share knowledge and experiences to keep up to date with current best
practices (Middle-Out approach);
The POWER engagement model provides cities with a set of online and offline channels and interventions to
involve each of these groups in a tailored manner, starting from a solid understanding of the underlying needs
and motivation from different stakeholder groups resulting from the participatory requirements analysis. The
set comprises digital tools, such as the DSPs or Water Community Platforms allowing many different forms
of interactive online engagement (e.g. discussion, contests, sharing, quizzes, etc.), dedicated social media
channels (Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn) and the Best Practice Repository, which all are useful tools for
collaborative knowledge formation, dialogue, information exchange and can also serve as a political
instrument for collaboration and even to facilitate participatory policy making. Digital technologies have the
power to connect different stakeholders and leverage combined knowledge. But online channels alone will
not suffice to foster and maintain successful stakeholder engagement. They need to be accompanied by
physical interventions and activities bringing together the target groups in the real world enabling a far
deeper exchange of knowledge and ideas in dialogue and mutual learning. Offline activities such as
workshops, industry panels and conferences, Science Cafés and participation in cultural festivals/community
events, and innovation boot camps and design jams provide the opportunity to listen and discuss in depth
the concerns, perspectives, positions, questions and feedback from participants and they also allow the
establishment of personal relationships among the different stakeholder groups, and in turn they can support
online community building when they are linked to and continued in service offerings on the DSP.
Info-Box 1: Guidelines for the development of effective engagement approaches
Step-by-step: How to create and implement a successful engagement campaign
In order to develop a successful campaign that creates public awareness for the water-issue
in your city and encourages your target groups to get engaged, you need to invest time in
developing a thoughtful plan for your campaign. The following steps will guide you in the
process of creation and implementation of your campaign:
1. Determine your topic and the goals of your campaign: Begin by clarifying the
overall purpose for your campaign. What is the issue or the reason for the
campaign? Why do you want to raise public awareness and engage with your target
groups? What do you want people to do or demonstrate as a result of our
campaign? What would change because of the campaign?
2. Make sure you have done your research: Knowing and being ready to share the
facts about your particular cause will make you a credible resource for your
audiences. People want to support and be a part of something they feel will make a
difference
3. Determine your target audience(s): Engagement initiatives are generally more
successful if they are designed with a specific audience in mind. When creating
marketing and promotion materials, it is important to be clear about who you want
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to reach with this campaign so that the marketing and promotion strategies can be
tailored to particular group(s).
Define your message: Develop your key message by asking yourself: Do you want
to inform, influence, or persuade your audience? What tone do you want to take?
What do you want people to remember? What emotions do you want people to
feel?
Select the actions for your campaign: Review your overall topic and goals, your
target audience(s) you want to reach, and the key message(s) you want to get
across. Which of the methods developed within the POWER engagement model (see
above) would make sense for your purposes? Also look at other successful
campaigns you have encountered or heard about and try to identify components
you think were effective or interesting which you could apply in your approach.
Select the tools/features for your campaign: Which tools are most likely to appeal
to your target audience? Which of the features of the POWER DSP (gamification,
surveys, etc.) can you use to support the overarching goal of your campaign? What
other communication channels can you use to reach your audience?
Develop a comprehensive implementation plan: It is important to create a detailed
document that specifically calls out goals and activities you will implement each step
of the way of your campaign. Break it down into small easily doable tasks and list
everything that will be required. The plan will help keep you on track and also enable
you monitor your progress. In Annex 1 you find a template for an implementation
plan for your campaigns.
Evaluate: Assess the following questions: How did you do? Did you meet your goals?
What could you do next time to make it even better? Collect the information you
need as soon as possible while the campaign is still fresh

In the course of the POWER project we developed and successfully tested a range of instruments aimed at
different audiences (which have different needs), bridging as much as possible the gap between online and
offline world by accompanying challenges published on the DSP with real-world interventions which again,
encourage participants to feedback into the online challenge. This facilitates and strengthens any
engagement initiative and we recommend any city implementing sustainability initiatives to follow a similar
two-fold approach. Furthermore, one has to make sure to tailor one’s measures according to one’s target
groups. For the POWER project for example, a structure of three main approaches has proven to be effective:
First, the citizen engagement approach targets citizens, politicians, activists, SMEs at the local level with the
objective of raising awareness for an effective change in attitudes and behavior, nurturing volunteering and
crowdsourcing time or skills. Implementing this approach, one should include many different participation
methods and behavioral interventions to address different types of users supporting the individual
motivations (needs-based, social-based or rewards-based) by taking into account different target groups and
also fostering different levels of effort to contribute (from passively reading or liking contents to submitting
comments/ideas or participating in a physical event). This can be achieved through digital activities (such as
motivational videos, crowdsourcing, pledges, social media pictures) and physical engagement (such as
workshops, awareness raising events, ambassadorships) – and by adding interconnections between different
interactivities so that physical events also motivate users to return to the platform and vice versa.
Categorizing users in groups also supports overcoming known barriers to engagement. For example,
disadvantaged groups can be brought on board by captivating them with messages and actions specifically
designed for their needs, for example, by understanding and discussing local concerns using their local
language or by addressing very concrete needs of a particular user group.
Second, the collaborative idea generation approach aims to nurture engagement in individual citizens and
from public and private organizations with the objective of facilitating grassroots and bottom-up initiatives
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in cities and local communities and of co-creating innovative solutions. Implemented in POWER as “Idea
Contest for Sustainable Communities”, we applied and evaluated a novel setting of a contest that stimulates
collaborative and open innovation on water and sustainability issues, while combining both digital and
physical participation elements (see Info-Box 2 in section 4.4 for a concrete example of the collaborative idea
generation approach applied in POWER).
Third, the ConCensus approach aimed at linking citizens and local politicians with the objective of enhancing
representative democracy and of overseeing the implementation of strategies at the local level. Empowering
your citizens to make their voices heard is not enough. You have to go beyond just listening to citizens; rather,
you need to support governments to build institutional systems that incorporate citizen voices in decisionmaking processes, and thereby increase the responsiveness of government programs to people’s real needs
(World Economic Forum, 2016). In chapter 5 we provide a guideline for implementing this novel approach in
your city.

4.3 Platform setup and maintenance
4.3.1

Technical setup

As laid down in D2.4, the source code has been entirely released as open source software through the GitHUB
open source repository. The project’s GitHUB repositories released under CC BY 4.0 (GPLv3), one for each of
the main components (HUB, PUB, MOB) are available in their entirety at the URL https://github.com/powerbaseform

Figure 3: Snapshot of the POWER platform components (HUB, PUB & MOB) available in the GitHUB opensource-repository
4.3.2

Definition of administrative roles

For the implementation and maintenance of the POWER DSP, two main administrative roles are crucial to
define for the city’s team: the community manager and the content editor. Ideally, these are two different
people but depending on the maturity of the initiative and on the size of the community, they can also be
staffed by only one person. Either way, both roles are related very closely. Together they are responsible for
developing the branding of the platform which is key to ensuring that your members remain active in the
community by giving them a sense of pride at being members of that community, to make their identity as
sustainability-driven individuals dependent at least in part on their activities on your platform. This is
something that happens when the community feels special and different, and when participation in the
community’s activities deepens each member’s sense of identity.

Community manager
Online communities are often built in the hope that the community manages itself, that it will add content,
bring new members, and flag people who cause trouble and need to be removed. The reality of online
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communities, however, looks very different, they need a community manager who cares about the
community, its members and its goals.
First and foremost, the community manager has to build the community, to draw up a list of the pioneering
first members, invite them to participate right from the start (possibly already in the first requirement
workshops/interviews) and encourage them to keep engaged. This process takes a lot of effort and time, and
depending on the city’s focus, this work might start by identifying existing interest or volunteer groups, local
NGOs, citizen organizations, businesses, universities, etc. and involve them in the participatory
implementation of the POWER approach. Second, the responsibility of the community manager is also the
definition of a clear set of rules and guidelines. Those rules should be strict but fair to foster meaningful
knowledge sharing, and they should be written in a way that emphasizes that their goal is to make the
community better for everyone. The third and most likely biggest share of the community manager’s
responsibility will be in managing the community, raising participation, moderating community contributions
(according to the defined rules) and ensuring that members post and keep posting, e.g. by sending reminders,
invitations to new events or contents, weekly digests, etc. Community managers need to be much more than
traffic experts and police officers. They need to be email marketers and social hosts who help community
members to build bridges and form connections. The community manager should be tireless in discussing
the platforms’ issues with everyone everywhere. It is also important to enlist the help of new members, for
example supported by the gamification features incorporated in the POWER DSP. Ask your growing, nucleus
community to help you broaden the network by inviting their friends, colleagues, and digital connections.
You can encourage this through contests and reward schemes.

Content editor
The content editor is responsible for all aspects of platform content, including its development, design,
production, presentation, evaluation and analysis. This also involves deciding which features of the DSP
(GIS/map features, gamification, groups, etc.) will be enabled. Some features may not be needed right away,
but others may be crucial to getting your team the data they need. The content editor is also responsible for
developing a style guide for all platform contents including grammar, tone, logo usage, colors, visuals, word
usage, point of view, and more. By creating a complete brand style guide, you ensure that your published
content is consistent, polished, recognizable, and more enjoyable. The content editor also has to establish a
process of quality control proofreading articles and assessing legal issues related with the content. One aim
of the POWER DSP is to communicate information to relevant stakeholders to raise awareness and increase
the knowledge of sustainability challenge at hand. The content editor therefore has to make sure that the
information provided on the platform is reliable and transparent as described in the following subsection.
4.3.3

Platform content development

Without a well-defined content development process, the risk losing track of goals and objectives of the
platform is high. Key to this process is organization and it starts with creating an editorial calendar as there’s
no better way to get your content development process running smoothly. An editorial calendar increases
efficiency by helping you to capture ideas, set an optimal publication schedule, track your goals, coordinate
release of content across multiple platforms, discover which content is ripe for re-purposing. Once you set
up your editorial calendar, you need to do an assessment of what your target audiences want and need. This
should start from the results of the participatory requirements analysis. You should also research what similar
platforms are providing that you can emulate and improve on? Think of how you can publish relevant and
engaging articles that directly address and involve your target users by providing possibilities to interact and
contribute (e.g. by developing polls, quizzes, surveys, interactive maps, etc.) and by providing (near-)realtime information which stimulates users to return to the platform regularly (as shown in example with live
water-level and flood warnings on the Leicester Water Community Platform depicted in Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Snapshot of the Leicester Water Community Platform with live river level information and realtime flood warnings
Make sure to organize the process of content development by planning an entire month of content about
two weeks before it’s meant to be posted. Decide on topic themes, outline blog posts, schedule social media
messages, shoot videos, write emails, and develop gated content. Make sure the entire team is on the same
page before you start creating content. That way, there’s less chance of campaigns getting derailed close to
deadline. This is also facilitated by setting up a clear and lean approval process, containing three key roles:
the reviewer, approver, and publisher. You can speed up the journey to publishing by designating a single
person for each role and setting clear guidelines on how to review and give feedback. Any content you
develop should be based on primary and secondary messages that you consistently write to. It needs to
reflect an understanding of who the target user is, what their emotional trigger points are. A content
development process is about much more than creating content. It’s part of a strategic process that includes
using flyers, white papers, checklists, case studies, infographics, print/email campaigns, videos, social media,
and more to deliver the best value to your targeted audience.

4.4 Establishing continuous impact monitoring and steering
Finally, after assessing the requirements of the target groups, defining a set of suitable engagement
strategies, setting up the platform and developing appropriate content for it, a city then also has to assess
and evaluate the progress that is being achieved through these measures and identify areas for adjusting
future efforts. The complete methodology to assess the Social Impact of the POWER approach has been
explained in full detail in deliverable D4.2 and as part of the assessment approach it will also be explained in
D4.10. Here we summarize the main steps a city should follow to establish its own monitoring scheme. In
order to optimize the process of public awareness and engagement we recommend the definition of a set of
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for the DSP and the activities that the city undertakes. Based on the
assessment results of the participatory requirements analysis, you should start with identifying your city’s
focus area(s), for example:
 Impact on community building and empowerment;
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 Impact on information;
 Impact on ways of thinking, values and behaviors;
 Impact on education and human capital;
 Impact on environment;
 Impact on civic and political participation;
 Impact on policies and institutions.
For each category identified, you should define a specific set of indicators to assess progress of the envisioned
activities. The second step is to set ambitious but realistic target values for each KPI. Adding a target value to
an indicator provides a way of measuring whether or not a goal is achieved, or to which degree. Moreover,
comparing the value achieved for a KPI with the target value set for this indicator will allow you to easily spot
trends and take action based on performance in certain areas.
Subsequently, a process of regular monitoring has to be established. It is likely that you defined a rather large
set of KPIs in the previous steps as sustainability oriented initiatives necessarily aim to impact many different
aspects. To regularly monitor a large number of indicators, however, will not be feasible in most cases.
Therefore, we suggest to select a subset of the most important indicators, no more than 8-10, which cover a
wide range of those aspects but are also easy to be assessed and to establish a high frequency-monitoring
for them, e.g. on a monthly base. The full assessment of all KPIs defined can then take place less frequently
(e.g. yearly). This two-fold approach will allow a city identify areas of low performance in a timely manner
while at the same time keep monitoring efforts at bay.
Last but not least, when a lack of progress is identified it is important to analyze the root causes of these low
performances – and to define corrective actions in order to improve. In most cases this will require a deeper
analysis involving additional data sources (e.g. more detailed platform usage statistics in case of low number
of visitors) and even further interviews with targeted users in order to derive effective and tailored
preventive or corrective measures, for which again you should monitor their effectiveness as we show in the
following example.
Info-Box 2: Case study example: Instruments and assessment of public (online) engagement
Collaborative idea generation applied as an engagement tool in the POWER project
A core part of ensuring the transition towards water-wise cities is to directly engage a
broader segment of the population with the topic by raising awareness and informing
citizens about ongoing water issues. Here we give one successful example of how to prevent
the occurrence of low engagement rates and how to successfully assess and evaluate public
engagement campaigns. Integrating evaluation and assessment mechanisms that
incentivize participants to increase their knowledge levels is a core part of an impactful and
successful public engagement campaign. Therefore, the POWER Idea Contest for Sustainable
Communities (described in detail in D3.4) was developed as an engagement mechanism that
applies and evaluates a novel setting of a contest that stimulates collaborative and open
innovation on water and sustainability issues, while combining both digital and physical
world participation elements. During the contest citizens were invited to submit ideas that
offer innovative solutions to local water and sustainability issues. Other members of the
POWER community were called to give feedback to and vote for the submitted ideas and
thus help the idea submitters refine and develop further their proposals. Ten winning ideas
were then selected after community voting and jury selection.
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While idea contests per se are not a novel approach of engagement, the particular
innovation implemented here was the contest assessment and evaluation method that
incorporates three elements:
 The selection of the contest winners was based on the amount of feedback
(comments and votes) that the submitters managed to get. This ensured that they
will motivate their own networks to come to the POWER platforms and support
them, thus increasing the traffic and the registrations to the platforms.
 To avoid typical dynamics in such online contests (e.g. people with limited
knowledge about the topic, but huge network of supporters), the evaluation and
assessment of the contest and the selection of contest winners was additionally also
directly linked to the knowledge level of idea submitters about water-related topics:
the better-informed an idea submitter was about water-related challenges, the
better their personal score on the POWER platform and the higher their chances to
win the contest. This incentivized them to further engage with the topical contents
on the platform and to gain further knowledge about water-related local issues.
 Finally, the supporters who gave votes and comments to the submitted ideas were
also incentivized to learn more and engage further with the contents on the
platform: similar to the idea submitters, the more knowledgeable about waterrelated issues a supporter was, the more weigh their feedback had in the final
evaluation of the contest winners.
This approach assured that:
1) Participants were given both high-effort (idea submissions) and low-effort
(comments, votes) ways of engaging, thus a broader range of citizens - and not only
a handful of already active and sensitive towards such topics users - were reached
and mobilized during the campaign;
2) The contest concept integrates knowledge creation and mobilization as a core part
of the evaluation mechanism.
To measure the outreach of the campaign, we developed key performance indicators that
relate to both direct (No. of submitted ideas, comments, votes) and indirect (views, contest
page shares) levels of engagement. Therefore, the indicators listed below were created and
measured.
Indicator

Results

No. of submitted ideas

140

No. of comments

358 in total

No. of votes

963 in total

No. of views generated to the contest pages

22.308 in total

No. of contest page shares

5
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Finally, the POWER idea contest – just like the
overall POWER approach – not only supports online
interaction on the local DSPs, but also aims to
engage with citizens in the physical world. To
achieve this, a special form of innovation workshops
has been developed, to enable interested citizens to
effectively develop solution ideas for sustainability
issues in their local community (see D4.3 for further
details). These workshops had two main goals: 1) To facilitate and support the development
of innovative ideas that offer solutions to local sustainability and water-related problems,
and 2) to provoke knowledge mobilization among citizens regarding water and sustainability
topics. The evaluation results of the workshop are described in detail in D4.4, however, the
most important indicators that were measured are listed below.
Indicator

Results

No. of conducted workshops

8

No. of participants

85 overall

No. of submitted ideas during the workshops

70 overall12

Participant’s self-reported approval rate of the workshop
70-90%
(e.g. whether the workshop met their expectations, whether the
workshop tasks and assignments were adequate and understandable etc.)

12

The discrepancy between the number of participants and number of submitted ideas is largely to be
explained with the workshop in Leicester that had two parts on two different days attended by the same
people who only submitted their ideas at the end of the second part.
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5 Ensuring long-term continuity
A person made aware of an issue is potentially an interested person. An interested person can become a
concerned citizen. A concerned citizen may wish to become an active participant in the identification of a
solution. What was observed during the process of the raising of civilian awareness and the engagement of
the public through the POWER DSP was that the majority of participants identified themselves as being
proactively involved in a process that could lead to the tangible implementation of a local policy.
In cities employing the POWER approach, having identified the local issues in detail, employing the City
Blueprint and Water Governance Capacity Framework, having undertaken a participatory requirements
analysis of the three identified target groups and having achieved much input concerning the local issues in
question through the procedures described above, there must come a point when a policy is decided upon
and implemented.
Policy implementation suggests technical knowledge, the capacity to finance and the power to decide. In a
representative democracy, such roles are usually reserved for two of the three main target groups identified
by POWER; the politicians, the elected representatives who, despite the warnings of Rousseau, tend to
assume that their public mandate is to decide on behalf of the electorate and frame the financial limits of
the exercise and the professionals who are technically capable of undertaking the necessary actions in order
to convert a political project into an urban reality. The third target group, the hitherto uniformed
householders, having actively contributed or indeed, as a result of the correct use of the POWER DSP and the
supporting procedures, having led the creative stage of a policy may feel themselves to be abandoned at this
point. This would be socially counterproductive and indeed defeat much of the purpose of what has been
described above.
One of the reasons why the Agenda 21 process initiated by the United Nations in 1992 failed in many (but
not all) cities to achieve a stable framework for sustainable urban development was that having consulted
representatives of the Quadruple Helix (the inter-sectoral cooperation between citizens, industry,
researchers and public authorities), in a constructive but limited manner and when the cycle of public
conferences and workshops had been completed, citizens were considered to be expendable. The result was
that an initiative aimed at creating an atmosphere of co-creation and collaboration resulted in citizens of
many municipalities feeling frustrated at having no further role to play. They were not involved in imagining
solutions and they had no place in the implementation of said solutions. What is more, in many places, due
to local changes in policy priorities, lack of financing or even worse, political-party interest, the proposals
contained in the Agenda 21 were deliberately forgotten by politicians who were elected in the new century.
POWER from its initial preparation stage was determined to demonstrate that a continual role for the citizen
until a policy is fully completed is not only possible but also necessary. The use of and public contribution to
the content of the DSP is continual engagement in itself, but a local administration which intends to promote
its Local Water Community in order to guarantee ‘Political and social awareness on water environmental
challenges’ may also support a move towards a more open and transparent form of government by involving
the citizen in the implementation and post–implementation stage.

5.1 From citizen observation board to ConCensus – the development of the
theory
Two principal arguments have been the basis for the POWER approach attempting to ensure the long-term
continuity of the socio-political actions which the project initiated as a result of the engagement of politicians,
decision-makers, water professionals and ordinary citizens employing the DSP and deploying the
engagement strategies described in Section 4.
The first cornerstone of what will now be described, is the demand of participating stakeholders for a further
role in the process of policy implementation and completion as explained in Section 4.5. This constitutes a
success for the deployment of the DSP itself, converted at a municipal level into the Local Water Community,
and a demonstration of the degree to which the awareness-raising and engagement procedures described
above were able to motivate a genuine interest and concern regarding the water-based issues addressed at
the different POWER Key Demonstration Cities (KDCs).
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The second catalyst for the development of an answer to the question regarding a more complete role for
engaged stakeholders throughout the lifetime of an approved policy was the contemplation of a broader
phenomenon. For a policy to be successful it requires a broad social consensus from the outset,13 clear
S.M.A.R.T. objectives (Specific, Measurable, Assignable, Realistic and Time-related) and above all
continuity.14 In local politics, continuity is the most elusive of commodities. Political mandates are often far
shorter than the time required for a policy to be fully effective. The desire for political re-election and the
consequent need for short-term, visual policy results, political-party ideologies and ambitions and inter-party
rivalry, a shift in local priorities due to external factors, a lack of financial support and even corruption15 are
some of the principal reasons why formally approved policies are not always successful. Further blame can
be attached to the lack of a broad social support, a lack of administrative coordination, a lack of information
and data when constructing the policy and the lack of the means to measure progress.
In order to address these obstacles, the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
published in 2009 what could have been a description of the intentions of POWER. It advocated the need for
a broad political support (obtainable if public opinion is strongly in favour), the making of public institutions
accountable for the implementation of the policy, the use of ICT, the undertaking of a user-focus approach,
(where as an example, the use of a DSP by the Palestinian National Authority was cited), the provision of
adequate administrative support and perhaps, most interesting of all, the establishment of ‘a watchdog at
the core of government’.16
The writers of the original POWER proposal were aware of these obstacles and needs, not least because at a
municipal level in Spain, they had observed that approximately 65% of approved policies would be weakened,
changed or in extreme cases, discarded as the result of a post-electoral change in the composition of a local
government17 The answer was what was originally named the Citizen Observation Board. The intention was
to create an engagement plan in which participating citizens became the guarantors of a policy’s completion.
The policy which they themselves had helped to create. However, it was quickly observed that the
development of an engagement plan per se would not be necessary, given that tried and tested awarenessraising and engagement models were already present, in which the consortium was capable of demonstrating
the worth of the DSP as the principal mechanism and focal point (see Section 4). What was missing was a
further step forward which became increasingly apparent as the POWER DSP developed its capacities and
which answered the growing demand for further civil participation in the complete policy life-cycle.
Thus the concept of the local Councils for Citizen Engagement in Sustainable Urban Strategies (ConCensus)
was born. ConCensus is not a means to engage citizens. It is not a means to increase awareness. It is the
means to a) reward citizen participation in the engagement stage of policy creation and b) further guarantee
the full completion of the policy in question. The theory developed by the POWER consortium and revised

13

Honig, M.I.(Ed.) (2006) New directions in education policy implementation – Confronting complexity. State
University of New York. ISBN 0-914-6820-8
14
Andrew Jordan, Rüdiger K.W. Wurzel & Anthony R. Zito (2013) Still the century of ‘new’ environmental
policy instruments? Exploring patterns of innovation and continuity, Environmental Politics, 22:1, 155-173,
DOI: 10.1080/09644016.2013.755839
15
Ugwuanyi, B.I. and Chukwuemeka, E.E.O. (2013) The obstacles to effective policy implementation by the
public bureaucracy in developing nations: the case of Nigeria. Singaporean Journal of Business Economics,
and Management Studies Vol.1, no.8, 2013
16
OECD Regulatory Policy Division Directorate for Public Governance and Territorial Development (2009)
Overcoming Barriers to Administrative Simplification Strategies: Guidance for Policy Makers. OECD.
17
Elelman, R, Feldman, D.L. (2018) The future of citizen engagement in cities—The council of citizen
engagement in sustainable urban strategies (ConCensus). Futures Volume 101, August 2018, Pages 80-91.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.futures.2018.06.012
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by the University of California (Irvine) was published in 2018 as the methodology was being discussed and
tested in the POWER KDCs.18
The result can be defined as the naming by a local government of previously-engaged citizens, supported by
representatives of the other sectors of the Quadruple Helix as the co-implementers of the policy, the design
of which they are in part responsible, by acting as the public watchdog and defender of said policy’s
completion.

5.2 The creation of the ConCensus
The creation of a ConCensus provides an important contribution to the achievement of the objectives of
POWER as stated in the POWER Grant Agreement. It is an important element in the cycle of policy making
(GA WP4 Pg. 21) of policy initiation, the obtaining of public consensus, implementation and coherent postpolicy continuity. The process of ConCensus influences related policy planning and decisions and expands
related socially innovative behaviour (GA p6, part B) and it supports the project as a whole in demonstrating
as stated in the Grant Agreement that ‘POWER gives a virtual and very public voice to the person in the street,
it involves and offers the citizen the opportunity not to follow but to initiate long-term policy developments…
POWER demonstrates that capacity and thus overcomes the principal obstacles to successful water policy
continuity; the lack of knowledge and the lack of public demand for change’. (Grant Agreement Section 1.4.2
p26, part B).

Figure 5: Snapshot of the ConCensus section of the Sabadell Water Community
The ConCensus creation process is a direct result of the steps described in Section 4 and the eventual support
of the local municipal government. If the latter is not involved, there is no point in constructing a local
18
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ConCensus. The participants recruited as a consequence of the POWER citizen engagement approach,
interconnected through the DSP and face-to-face events are directly encouraged to imagine solutions to their
local water-based issues by means of the collaborative idea generation approach also described in Section 4.
(See Figure 1). This process, in the case of two of the KDCs was from the beginning supported by the City
Councils of Milton Keynes and Leicester who were project partners. In the case of Sabadell and Jerusalem,
the City Councils became fully involved at the end of the awareness creation stage.
In both cases however, the impartial, non-political party, voluntary self-recruitment of ConCensus is the
direct result of engagement. The participants of the previous steps are invited to become involved in the
implementation stage of the process. Thus, one is not only empowering citizens to be heard, but those
citizens become the administration’s politically impartial overseer, thus improving the government’s
responsiveness to their needs. It is a further step towards open, transparent local administration involving
truly interested laypeople.
Numbers involved in a local ConCensus will vary according to local conditions, the success of the engagement
approach, an individual’s willingness and capacity to dedicate further time to the project and the perceived
urgency of the issue. However, it is recommended that a local ConCensus should be composed of a minimum
of 4 people and a maximum of 15. These are approximate numbers based on the experiences observed to
date. Large urban communities of more than 500,000 inhabitants would be advised to activate ConCensus at
a district or borough level rather than trying to represent an entire city19. If an issue is unable to attract at
least 4 volunteers, this would indicate a failure in the earlier process of awareness and engagement and it
would thus be logical to conclude that further activity in this field would be required before proceeding.
A leader of the ConCensus should be agreed upon. The Community Manager and/or the Content Editor of
the DSP would be obvious choices but this does not necessarily have to be the case. Care must be taken that
there is no external political influence in this choice, nor that the person in question is necessarily the most
effective communicator or socially most influential and/or adept. However, all socio-political initiatives are
human activities and therefore nothing must be written in stone, with the exception that the leadership of
the ConCensus should be unanimously supported by all of its active members. Unanimity would be extremely
difficult if the original numbers of the ConCensus were to be larger than 15.
Ideally the members of a ConCensus would be expected to serve for the duration of the policy
implementation. However, if the policy in question requires a long period of time, this could prove to be an
extremely idealistic approach in a situation where practicality is paramount. Therefore, it is suggested that
members agree to form part of the structure for a minimum of 4 years (if the policy requires such a time) and
that a list of volunteers is drawn up in order to be able to substitute those who for whatever reason abandon
the programme.
Official recognition of the membership of the ConCensus does not need to be ratified by the City Council at
this stage. However, once the local government becomes fully involved in the process, it must ensure that
the ConCensus is correctly provided with the necessary administrative support be that simple secretarial
tasks, the provision of continual up-to-date information concerning the issue to be addressed and the
introduction of ConCensus to the local media. The role of the media is indeed an important one. For the
ConCensus to be effective, local society as a whole, must be made aware of its existence. External
stakeholders should be directed to the DSP which will become the principal means of internal and external
communication, thus converting it into the local point of reference regarding the issue at hand. The media
also needs to understand the purpose of the ConCensus. Local newspapers, radio stations, television
channels and digital platforms are all effective communication and dissemination channels that require a
steady input from the content editor of the POWER DSP. The state of the public profile of the ConCensus will
determine to what extent it will be capable of proving to be an effective overseer of its policy.

19

Idem.
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Info-Box 3: Guidelines for implementing ConCensus in a city
Step by Step: The Creation of a ConCensus
1. Participants of the awareness creation and citizen engagement process described in
Section 4 are invited to form part of the Council of Citizen Engagement in
Sustainable Urban Strategies.
2. The participants will number between 5 and 15. In large urban communities, the
approach should be implemented at district or borough level. Each member will be
expected to serve on the ConCensus for the duration of the policy implementation.
However, a list of substitutes should be maintained.
3. Participants should elect by unanimous decision a leader who will coordinate and
preside virtual and face-face meetings, supervise the content of the ConCensus
Section of the Local Water Community, liaise with the local press and act as
spokesperson when the need arises.
4. Local Government must supply the ConCensus with the necessary logistical and
administrative support. It must maintain the members of the ConCensus fully
informed regarding all matters pertaining to the policy in question at all times. It
must provide the ConCensus with full access to the local media and be supported by
the municipal press officer.

5.3 The role of ConCensus
Once a ConCensus has been created, one of two things may occur. If the city council has been involved from
the very beginning of the process, or if the creation of the ConCensus is the idea of the city council itself, then
the policy which emerges from the engagement stage of POWER will have been co-created and thus, logically
accepted by the city council in question. This is a clear example of what has been defined previously in Section
3.2.1 as a top-down engagement of citizens initiated by policy-makers.
If, however, the creation of the policy ideas has been undertaken without the direct participation from the
beginning of the local government (thus drawing closer to the true definition of citizen participation and
which was the case in Jerusalem and Sabadell, where the original local work was undertaken by local utilities),
then the first task of ConCensus is to present the policy suggestion/s to the relevant local elected
representatives. The creation of the policy to be presented to the City Council is structured so that after an
initial face-face brainstorming session, the participants submit their ideas on the DSP which are then, in turn,
discussed on the platform during a two-week period. At the end of this time, the instigator of each idea has
a further ten days to revise their text and then resubmit it on the DSP. There then follows a selection period
in which all members of the ConCensus can vote for a proposed action. The three most voted actions are
then prepared for presentation to the City Council.
The fact that it is the informing of an elected representative and not a civil servant which is sought is
important. The politician who would normally be accompanied and advised by a professional technician is
responsible for the taking of decisions. It is they who are publically answerable for the consequences of
actions undertaken and it is they who will know whether or not the embracing of an open form of policy
implementation is politically advantageous or not at that moment. If they do not wish to proceed further
then at a local level, the ConCensus is reduced to the role of an external pressure group but with no real
capacity to ensure neither the approval of a policy nor its subsequent realisation. If, however, the politician
embraces the idea, then the ConCensus will begin a new level of activity.
Officially approved by local government within the scope of a specific policy, which will in turn have been
provided with the necessary funding in order to be implemented, the ConCensus will undertake the following
tasks.
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Info-Box 4: Tasks undertaken by the ConCensus
The tasks of the ConCensus

1. The municipal council will delegate the responsibility for overseeing the policy’s
progress to the ConCensus, while ensuring that the ConCensus receives the
necessary resource and manpower support if and when required. This can be
effected in various ways; a) by approval of the plenary of the local council with the
members of the ConCensus or the existence of a ConCensus forming part of the
official policy proposal or b) by written acceptance on the part of the relevant
councillor and/or mayor being made public but without the action being presented
to the plenary. The different ways of broaching this step will often depend on the
amount of money which is required for the policy itself and the country where the
municipal action is taking place.
2. The ConCensus will have regular meetings with a) municipal political and technical
representatives and subcontracted companies responsible for the technical advance
of the initiative. The active support of local research experts is important in that
‘scientific information is likely to be effective in influencing the evolution of social
responses to public issues to the extent that the information is perceived by relevant
stakeholders to be not only credible, but also salient and legitimate’.
3. ConCensus, employing the DSP as the focal point of its external communication will
ensure that other civic entities such as neighbourhood councils, industry and SMEs,
schools and colleges and relevant NGOs will be fully informed of the policy’s
objectives, progress and conclusions.
4. Individual ConCensus members would take responsibility for informing defined
external stakeholder groups.
5. Members of ConCensus will publicly report to the municipal council once every
three months in order to discuss its concerns and recommendations regarding the
advance of the policy. This can constitute a written report which can be published
on the DSP and disseminated to the local press as well as at face-to-face meetings.
6. If the ConCensus perceives that the technical implementation is not being
undertaken satisfactorily the members of the ConCensus have the obligation to
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make this situation known first to the city council itself and, only in extreme cases,
such as for example, the unilateral abandonment of the policy by the administration
without prior warning and good reason, publicly employing other means such as a
press release and/or a press conference.
7. The DSP or Local Water Community, supported by a presence in social media such
as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn must be maintained to a high-standard. The use of
the DSP will signify that all stakeholders may continue to contribute data, access
additional information from other actors.
8. A local ConCensus is also the perfect representative, accompanied by the municipal
government to interact with its counterparts in other municipalities in different
regions and countries. This will enhance inter-city knowledge and experience
exchange (See Section 7) and will support the improvement of such citizen
engagement programmes.
9. A ConCensus would be deemed to have concluded its purpose when a) the policy in
question is satisfactorily completed and b) when it has contributed to a postimplementation analysis of the policy. This may lead to new initiatives which would
in turn, possibly prolong the open, transparent governance approach originally
adopted, converting such a process into a more regular feature of local political life.

5.4 The intended effect of ConCensus
The ConCensus approach as has been explained above seeks to answer two issues. It provides a worthwhile
role for people who, as the result of becoming engaged in a particular local issue, desire to play a further part
in the progress of a scheme to which they have contributed to personally. That role supplies an answer to
the second issue. It is not an infallible answer, as it depends on the attitude of elected representatives and
whether or not they are prepared to accept that their work is being observed and evaluated by citizens in a
direct, thorough way. It does however permit the politician in question to rightly claim that they are
promoting open government and underlines their determination to fully implement a specific policy. This
results in an increase in credibility both within their municipality and externally in relation to regional,
national and supranational funding institutions such as the European Commission whilst simultaneously,
permitting the city council to better defend the expense both in manpower, hours and finance invested in a
medium to long-term programme which may extend well-beyond the limits of their own public mandate.
Most importantly of all, the very existence of a ConCensus acts as a visual, well-informed deterrent to future
public incumbents who would perhaps wish to cease or undermine the efforts of their predecessors. It is not
failsafe. A newly-elected politician with a large majority would be capable of brushing aside the existence of
a ConCensus.20 Sometimes the personality of one particular socio-political actor can deconstruct the most
solid of academic theories and political experiences. However, they would do so at the risk of appearing to
disparage the work of politically neutral citizens and of publicly being responsible for public manpower and
funds going to waste.
That the members of a ConCensus are not political party influenced is important. The ConCensus must be
politically neutral with regards to any issue other than that addressed by the policy of which they are the
custodians. The POWER engagement process described in Section 4 would serve to deter the official
infiltration of political parties within its ranks, although that does not mean that just because a person is also
a member of one party or another, they could not be eligible for the ConCensus. The important factor is
whether or not they are motivated by personal interest and concern about the issue.

20

Fischer, M. Coalition structures and policy change in a consensus democracy. Policy Stud. J. 42, 344–366
(2014). doi: 10.1111/psj.12064.
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6 The case studies
Proof of concept has been sought in the four Key Demonstration Cities (KDCs) of POWER. Before the
implementation of the POWER project, there had been no example of a municipality employing a process
within the context of environmental policy in Europe whereby engaged citizens have been granted a legally
recognised role as a policy overseer by a local authority.

6.1 Jerusalem
The chosen issue for the iconic Israeli city was the question of water conservation. From the very beginning
of the project, Hagihon, the water utility of Jerusalem and the local project partner identified as an important
issue the question of community gardens in the city. Therefore, initial contact with local stakeholders
targeted active volunteers involved in the establishment and maintenance of these urban green areas. Both
Hebrew and Arabic-speaking residents were approached (The Local Water Community is available in both
languages) and it was evident that a large number of extremely passionate stakeholders were open to the
POWER methodology. The Water Governance Capacity Analysis undertaken by KWR and the University of
Utrecht and subsequent awareness raising and engagement activities led by EIPCM were well attended
resulting in an uncomplicated and effective recruitment of members for the local ConCensus which was
named by the participants as the Jerusalem Water Forum (JWF).
In the autumn of 2018, a number of face-to-face meetings coordinated via the DSP were organised. One of
the outstanding features of the JWF is the technical knowledge of many of its members which led to the
development of a series of S.M.A.R.T. proposals (See: Section 5.1) which were to be presented to the local
City Council. No sooner had the JWF begun to take form, then Hagihon and Eurecat had approached the
municipal government in order to prepare the ground for the involvement of the local administration.
Meetings were held with former Mayor, Nir Barkat who together with the Deputy Mayor responsible for
finance stated that they would become fully involved in the ConCensus movement. In the local elections of
November of 2018, a new municipal government was elected. Responsibility for attending to the idea of
ConCensus was delegated by Mayor Moshe Lion to the Deputy Mayor Fleur Hassan-Nahoum.
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Figure 6: The Jerusalem Water Forum in session.
The arrival of British-born Hassan-Nahoum was important for the success of ConCensus in Jerusalem,
demonstrating the effect that a single politician can have on the outcomes of an initiative such as this. The
new Deputy Mayor not only gave full support to the Jerusalem Water Forum but immediately approved the
JWF’s proposal to officially recognise for the first time in the city’s history, the existence and importance of
the urban community gardens cared for by both Hebrew and Arabic speaking volunteers. She further
endorsed all the functions of the JWF as described in Section 5.3. The further use of the POWER DSP will be
financed by the municipal council.
Furthermore, at a meeting on the 2nd of July, 2019 between the JWF, the Deputy Mayor, Eurecat, Hagihon
and municipal technicians responsible for urban irrigation it was agreed to connect all 74 community gardens
to the municipal water network funded by the municipality ensuring that smart and state-of-the art irrigation
systems would be employed. The policy is being overseen by the JWF under the leadership of Naomi Tsur,
herself a former Deputy Mayor and now Head of the Jerusalem Green fund.
A public statement issued by the municipality in the local press stated that ‘…this is the first time that
community gardens have been recognised by the municipality and this is thanks to the POWER project, which
has made an important contribution to the development of the City of Jerusalem’.
Further consequences have arisen as a result of the implementation of the POWER strategy to ensure longterm continuity. The European Commission’s Joint Research Centre in collaboration with the Union for the
Mediterranean and EURECAT has named Jerusalem, given that it is the lead city of the Declaration of Pisa
(See Section: 7.4), as the first President of a new network of municipalities in relation to city-to city knowledge
exchange within the RENAISSANCE programme for Science-Art-Sustainability Diplomacy.
With regards to the long-term continuity of the initiative, even more important was the fact that in the
second meeting of the United Nations World Water Quality Alliance, held in Ispra, Italy on the 18th of
September, 2019 the use of the POWER methodology in Jerusalem was presented to the plenary session by
EURECAT who has been named as being responsible for the Social Engagement Programme of the Alliance
together with the World Bank and the Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations (FAO).
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Figure 7: A meeting between the Jerusalem Water Forum and Jerusalem City Council. July, 2019
The case study of Jerusalem was so-well received that support for Jerusalem to extend the POWER approach
to other neighbouring countries within what has been named by Fleur Hassan as the Middle East Regional
Water Forum was immediately agreed upon. The ConCensus methodology was also formally incorporated
into the Social Engagement Plan. Therefore, the aforementioned approaches described in this document will
be replicated in cities in Jordan, Palestine and the Lebanon.

6.2 Sabadell
The issue of water quality is an important one in Catalonia, given that there is an urgent need to create public
awareness regarding the reuse of water in order to reduce the demand on scarce resources. Throughout the
initial process of awareness creation and engagement implemented in Sabadell by CASSA the local water
utility and EIPCM with the support of EURECAT, attendance was good and with the capacity of CASSA to
connect the POWER DSP with their pre-existing EDUCASSA programme, the experience of the establishment
of a ConCensus bode well.
The celebration of municipal elections in which there was a change of government, accompanied by the grave
political crisis that is still continuing in Catalonia, resulted in a long delay on the part of the City Council to
become involved in the ConCensus process. Subsequently, the work concerning ConCensus was to begin in
earnest in the early summer of 2019 and recruitment of members for the ConCensus proved to be more
difficult than originally expected. Finally, five people formed the local group which at their first meeting
decided to discuss the creation of a municipal awareness campaign about water reuse. Following the steps
described in Section 5.3 a number of ideas were put forward and submitted to the DSP. During the second
face-to-face meeting after a period of virtual discussion on the platform, the ideas were further developed
and once again resubmitted to the platform.
The result of the policy creation stage was that three different initiatives were combined into one definitive
`policy proposal which would be presented to the Councillor for the Environment of Sabadell, Nuria Centelles
on the 3rd of October, 2019.
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The final proposal is a long-term publicity campaign aimed at all citizens, with a specific complementary
action aimed at the school population through a specially-prepared education pack that would be required
to reach primary and secondary school teachers. The general campaign would include audio-visual support
and images that impact and help to reflect the messages to be transmitted such as the fact that water
availability is limited and will diminish with the effects of climate change or that one of the effects of climate
change is expected to be the displacement of between 250 and 400 million people between 2030 and 2110.
Sabadell as a city must act, saving water at home and modifying consumption habits. Furthermore, the
campaign would stress that water reuse is a new source of supply to cover certain uses. Three areas of action
were proposed: 1) Advice to improve the domestic habits of water consumption. 2) The promotion of
awareness of the water consumption that is needed to produce the products we consume, such as clothing,
and 3) The creation of an education pack aimed at school teachers explaining the basic ideas of the urban
cycle of water, highlighting the importance of reuse, and providing educational material to be employed in
the classroom. Teachers would also be required to complete a follow-up survey in order to evaluate the
content of the dossier, as well as the activities carried out by the students.
On the 17th of October, 2019 the City Council formally approved the creation of the ConCensus and the
proposed policy in its entirety. At present, the first implementation steps of the policy are being planned by
city council technicians together with the members of the ConCensus. The POWER DSP will become the
central point of dissemination of the experience and will of course continue to be used and supported by the
City Council.

6.3 Milton Keynes
As opposed to Jerusalem and Sabadell where the original promotor of the ConCensus was the water utility,
in Milton Keynes and Leicester, the project partner was the city council itself. The issue in Milton Keynes was
the need to reduce water consumption. (See: Section 3.1.1).
Given that the City Council were fully involved from the outset it was believed that the application of
ConCensus would be a relatively smooth exercise. However, a number of factors, external to the project
became important obstacles and a demonstration that in the real world of political activity, much can change
according to the priorities of elected representatives and the consequences of constantly changing local
political situations.
Whilst the awareness raising and engagement process described in Section 4 deemed as extremely effective
was being implemented, POWER met with Councillor Peter Marland, the leader of Milton Keynes Council in
Brussels on the 16th of October, 2018 who confirmed that ConCensus would be applied in the city he
represents. The concept of ConCensus was first introduced to the citizens of the city who attended the
POWER workshop at Milton Keynes Council Chambers on the 29th of November, 2018. In the January of
2019, a flier and invitation were sent to 41 people who represented environmental groups, citizen groups
and parish and town councils for an initial ConCensus meeting to be held on the 5th of February, 2019.
Two face-to face meetings were held on the same day so more people could attend if they were at work or
on their way home from work. Both sessions lasted 2 hours. Originally what was discussed was a proposal by
the City Council to pedestrianise a central street of the city, but at the request of the Project Review Board,
held on the 7th of February, 2019 the topic to be addressed by the ConCensus was altered so that it was more
clearly water-based. The City Council, in April, 2019 therefore suggested a new issue which addressed the
issue of water-use reduction in the street named Midsummer Boulevard East. However, a further obstacle
then presented itself to the application of the ConCensus approach in Milton Keynes. Having identified a new
topic, the impending European and Local Council elections of May, 2019 meant that the city council entered
into a period of purdah whereby the national or local civil administration must not be seen to provide any
information which can influence the outcome of a vote.
When finally, political activity was reinitiated a further obstacle presented itself in June, 2019 when Milton
Keynes Council decided to postpone the Midsummer Boulevard East project indefinitely as the planning team
were asked to focus on more urgent projects. The City Council finally informed the POWER consortium in
August, 2019 that the new topic approved as the issue to be addressed by the local ConCensus which was
named by the council as the Citizen Interest Board (CIB) would be new water efficiency standards in buildings
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in Milton Keynes. During the period between late August, 2019 and early September a number of
neighbourhood groups and interest groups were contacted and a new meeting was arranged for the 24th of
September, 2019. Here, finally the CIB composed of 9 members began the ConCensus approach in earnest.
Three topics were discussed in detail:
1. Running awareness campaigns
2. Provision of water saving devices
3. Stricter building policies for water saving to reduce water consumption in Milton Keynes.

Figure 8: The symbol of the Milton Keynes Citizen Interest Board
The participants were then asked to continue the discussion employing the DSP in order to determine which
issue would be addressed. This was supported by a second face-to-face meeting held on the 7th of October.
Further ideas for saving water were identified by the CIB and it was decided to work with developers in order
to discuss what water saving measures are suitable for Milton Keynes’ geology and topography. This would
include incorporating reed beds to assist with counteracting the effect of increasing flash floods. Milton
Keynes boasts efficient sustainable drainage but long periods of rainfall are increasing the risk of flooding.
Furthermore, in relation to the construction of new buildings and local refurbishment projects, ensuring that
the hot water source is less than 6 metres from taps was also studied. A further water-based aspect debated
was the reduction of grey water loss and an increase in rain water recycling.
It was decided to increase collaboration with local universities so that relevant research can be a source of
data and conclusions which can better guide policy creation in the city. This is an important decision as it
demonstrates the municipality’s desire to reinforce the Quadruple Helix factor within citizen engagement,
creating a broader and more solid foundation for social consensus in relation to a particular implemented
action.
At the time of writing of this document, the results of these discussions are being debated on the DSP by the
members of the Citizens Interest Board and will be formulated into a policy white paper during the month of
November, 2019. This will then be presented to the Councillor responsible for urban planning and official
approval of the policy itself is expected to be forthcoming in the December of 2019. The CIB will then enter
into the all-important stage of monitoring the progress of the established policy.

6.4 Leicester
Leicester successfully implemented the procedures described in Section 4 and as early as the 3rd of March,
2018 the concept of ConCensus was introduced to the participating citizens of a POWER workshop aimed at
clearly describing the DSP and more specifically, the Leicester Water Community. One year later on the 8th of
March, 2019, a workshop was organised by the city council with local interest groups and citizens which
focused on the’ Your River’ initiative selected by the attendees as the issue in which ConCensus would be
applied. A further meeting on the 4th of June, 2019 offered the opportunity for the participants to provide
their suggestions for Your River. These suggestions were collated and the most prominent issue identified as
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a result was the presence of litter in the city’s watercourses. This is now as a direct result of the POWER
awareness and engagement methodology being prepared for inclusion in the next revision of the Leicester
Local Flood Risk Management Strategy 2020. The public will be consulted as part of the update to the LFRMS
and will be able to provide their views on the strategy.
Thus, the existence of the DSP, the creation of the Leicester Water Community, the awareness and
engagement procedures undertaken by the POWER consortium in Leicester have led to a definitive policy
direction being identified. Strictly speaking, and quoting the definition of ConCensus which appears in
Section 5.1 of this document, which describes the process ‘as the naming by a local government of previouslyengaged citizens, supported by representatives of the other sectors of the Quadruple Helix as the coimplementers of the policy, the design of which they are in part responsible, by acting as the public watchdog
and defender of said policy’s completion’ one can say that the City Council of Leicester did not fully apply the
ConCensus methodology due to the pre-existence of certain local political realities:
1) There exist in Leicester, pre-established pressure and volunteer groups who already employ
established social media in the municipality. Whilst the local DSP, the Leicester Water Community,
has demonstrated that it is an important tool to support and create a focus for a specific water-based
group of issues and has been seen to be effective in the city there was, in the opinion of the Council
no requirement to commence a new form of citizen participation in the policy process because there
are established consultation procedures in place. However, Leicester has demonstrated that the
POWER methodology can be adapted and used for citizen engagement. Any city with a history of
proactive environmental work is likely to have existing approaches to citizen engagement and each
administration must decide to what extent that approach must go.
2) The position of Leicester City Council was that it ‘must concentrate efforts on…current engagement
activities using established corporate…initiatives’ This is a perfectly legitimate stance. Much of the
POWER methodology has been well-executed in Leicester. ConCensus is very much a political tool
and if such a mechanism would replace an established local procedure then such a change at a given
moment of policy creation and/or implementation could cause confusion and prove counterproductive.
ConCensus itself, as has already been stated was adopted and ratified in September of 2019, as the
framework for the Social Engagement Programme of the United Nations World Water Quality Alliance (UNWWQA), led by EURECAT, under the auspices of the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP).
Leicester (together with the other KDCs of the POWER project and a number of the Follower Cities described
below) will be invited to participate in this programme with new initiatives whereby they will be able to apply
ConCensus.

6.5 The reaction of the participants
A questionnaire (See: Annex 2) was prepared for the ConCensus participants in those cities where the process
is considered to be sufficiently advanced so that the participants can offer a relatively informed opinion. As
a result, the participants in the Leicester Water Community were not approached. Each of the cities’
individual results can be seen in Annex 3. However, a broad overview is presented here. A total of 19 answers
were received. 10 from Jerusalem, 4 from Sabadell and 5 from Milton Keynes. It should be noted that a great
many people are directly or indirectly involved in the Jerusalem Water Forum. Given that the resulting
approved policy in the Israeli city officially recognises the existence of 74 community gardens to which the
municipality will establish a permanent sustainable supply of water, the true number of people involved is
approximately 90. However, the questionnaire was answered principally by those people who form the core
group of the JWF.

Questionnaire – Part I: Personal data
The number of responses to the questionnaire is limited and so it would not be appropriate to draw too many
demographic conclusions from the results. 65% of ConCensus participants in the three cities to date are male
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and 35% are female. One important factor to have appeared is that all the participants in ConCensus are aged
31 or above. This is partly due to the fact that for reasons of Data Protection, certain elements of the DSP
could not be employed in the classroom. Nevertheless, recent events at a global scale have clearly
demonstrated that school children, college students and university undergraduates aged between 14 and 29
have been publically demonstrating their intense concern for environmental issues. Thus, there is no doubt
that the ConCensus stage of the POWER process must, in the future, place more emphasis on the active
recruitment of those young people who represent important future socio-political tendencies and who will
mark the political agenda over the next three decades.
Another area of concern which has come to light is that, to date, ConCensus participants tend to have preexisting professional knowledge or links to water-based issues. Therefore, once again, it should be noted that
further attempts to fully involve hitherto uninformed social stakeholders at the ConCensus stage must be
intensified if the entire POWER process is to be deemed ultimately successful.
With the exception of Sabadell, the majority of people who have become involved in ConCensus are people
who have already had experience in other local socio-political activities. Sociologists would probably show
no surprise at such a conclusion. However, it is worth noting that there exists at a municipal level in all
European countries a phenomenon which is called the ‘professional citizen’. These are people who, no matter
the issue to be addressed, participate in local socio-political events and often prove to be the most vocal
members of the gathering. This is not entirely negative in itself but may sometimes mislead researchers. In
many cases, the ‘professional citizen’ is a person who for professional or private reasons has more time to
attend events in which other people for numerous reasons cannot participate. It does therefore, represent
an aspect of work with members of the general public which should be noted, in case the reflection of the
opinions of a few outweigh in academic conclusions, a broader, more exact social attitude in one particular
municipality.
An important conclusion to be drawn from the questionnaire is that in two cities, only one person was a
member of a political party and in the third, Milton Keynes, only one person openly admitted to being a
political party activist. The absence of strategic political-party influence in an initiative which seeks to monitor
the work of a local government is important. This does not mean that political party members cannot be
motivated by their personal concern with regards to the issue in question, and they should certainly not be
prohibited from participating in a ConCensus but it is essential within the spirit of the entire POWER
methodology that the principal targets are private stakeholders motivated principally as a result of an
increased awareness concerning the issue at hand.

Questionnaire – Part II: Attitudes towards global societal challenges
In your opinion, which of the following issues constitute some of the main challenges of the 21st
century?

Jerusalem
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Sabadell

Milton
Keynes

It is not surprising that the members of the POWER ConCensus identified climate change as the principal
challenge of the 21st Century. Over the last two years especially, climate change has attracted the full
attention of the mass media and as a result, social awareness, though not profound is increasing rapidly. All
the issues presented in the question above (from which the interviewees had to choose three) can be said to
be connected directly or indirectly to climate change. For example, the Union for the Mediterranean have
established a Water-Employment-Migration Group, under the leadership of GWP-MED which is presently
preparing a draft action plan to address the issue. The principal cause of interregional armed conflict in the
21st Century will, according to many authorities, be climate change and the resulting need to ensure access
to water, food and energy. In the words of the World Bank, ‘If the wars of the 20th century were caused by
oil, the wars of this century will be caused by water’.21 The Economist in a recent article also affirmed that
‘With 3,5 billon people affected by a lack of water before 2050 the conditions are perfect for a century of
armed conflict’. However, it would appear that, to date, the general population do not connect the two
factors, despite a recent warning from the FAO of the United Nations that such conflicts are already being
detected in diverse regions of the World. The ConCensus participants demonstrated that in their opinion, an
increase in World population is a determining factor for the future of modern-day society and yet surprisingly,
only 5% of those asked, gave any importance to the issue of gender. Both the OECD and UNICEF have stated
that women and young children as opposed to adult males are the sectors most affected by environmental
crises and the Social Engagement Programme of the UN-WWQA and the WEFE Nexus of the Mediterranean
Programme of the European Union have both identified this issue as one of the principal challenges to be
addressed before 2030.

21

Damania, R. et al (2019) Quality Unknown: The Invisible Water Crisis. Washington D.C.: World Bank. Doi:
10.1596/978-1-4648-1459.4
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How important are water-based challenges in comparison to the topics you a have identified in
the question above?
Jerusalem

Sabadell

Milton Keynes

With the exception of one person, all the members of the ConCensus believe that water-based challenges
are as important or indeed more important than the issues presented in the previous question. It is therefore,
not surprising that this concern for the issue of water at a local level was one of the two principal reasons for
going beyond the awareness-creation and engagement stage of the POWER approach and becoming actively
involved in the development and implementation of a subsequent policy.
Why did you join the ConCensus in your municipality?

Jerusalem

Sabadell
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Milton Keynes

The other most-expressed reason for becoming a member of the local ConCensus was the opportunity to
experiment a further stage of citizen engagement. The combination of environmental awareness and local
political interest would seem to be powerful influences when joining such an initiative.

Questionnaire – Part III: Attitudes towards the ConCensus approach
As a member of the ConCensus group, we would like to ask you for your opinion of the ConCensus
approach in your city.

Jerusalem

Sabadell

Milton Keynes

Overall, I am satisfied
with my ConCensus
experience.
As a member of the
ConCensus group, I
learnt more about
waterbased
challenges.
ConCensus is a good
approach towards
creating a more open
form of government.
The ConCensus
approach helps
guaranteeing the
subsequent coherent
continuity of the
created policy.
ConCensus could be
applied to non-water
based municipal
strategies.
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The POWER digital
platform is useful for
learning more about
water-related
challenges of my city
discussed
in
the
ConCensus process.
The POWER digital
platform of my city is
helpful for supporting
the
ConCensus
process.
For the project consortium, perhaps some of the most eagerly awaited results of this particular questionnaire
were related to the opinions of the participants regarding the ConCensus stage of the POWER methodology.
74% of those asked were satisfied or strongly satisfied with the experience of participating in ConCensus.
26% were neither satisfied nor dissatisfied not one participant described themselves as being dissatisfied or
strongly dissatisfied. There was a more diverse number of reactions when asked whether participating in the
ConCensus stage of the process had helped the participants to learn more about water-based issues. Nearly
25% disagreed or strongly disagreed, another 25% were non-committal one way or the other whilst 50%
agreed or strongly agreed that their knowledge had increased at this stage of the procedure. It must be
reiterated here, that the ConCensus part of POWER is not the informative stage of the process but rather the
result of the success of the previous steps taken to interest and involve stakeholders.
An important message of the survey is that ConCensus is a good approach towards creating a more open
form of local government. The fact that over 50% of the interviewees strongly agreed with a further 25%
agreeing is an extremely positive feedback. Only 4 of the 19 responded as neutral. In the same vein, over
50% believe that ConCensus contributes to guaranteeing the subsequent coherent continuity of the created
policy. Only 1 person disagreed whilst 7 of the 19 remained neutral. This may in part be due to the fact that
the ConCensus approach requires a certain amount of time in order to demonstrate its worth regarding policy
continuity, which is a fundamental pillar of the POWER methodology. At present, neither in Milton Keynes,
Sabadell nor in Jerusalem has the process been in existence long enough for the participants to be able to
judge.
The capacity of Concensus to be applied to other non-water municipal strategies was seen by everyone as
being possible. Indeed, follower cities have stated their intention to do so, as is the case of Figueres who will
apply ConCensus to the issue of public transport in the city centre. It is hoped that in the future, Hanau will
also adopt the methodology in order to further the energy–related issues they are addressing. 52% strongly
agreed, 20% agreed and 28% remained neutral. No-one disagreed.
Finally, with regards to the interaction between the POWER DSP and the ConCensus stage of the process, the
results demonstrate that there is still some work to do in order to demonstrate to all those involved in the
ConCensus, the need to continue employing the POWER Local Water Community as the central hub and
principal point of external reference for the activities of monitoring policy implementation. A small minority,
3 out of 19 and 4 out of 19 with respect to the last two questions thought that the POWER DSP is not useful
for learning more about water-related challenges in their city discussed within the ConCensus process or
when acting as support for the ConCensus. However, many people remained neutral in these two aspects, 6
out of 19 and 10 out of 19 respectively whilst the remaining majority firmly believed that the DSP was vital
to the ConCensus stage. 10 out of 19 believed that the DSP at this stage still contributed to further learning
and 9 out of 19 are convinced that the DSP is a necessary tool to support the action of the Concensus.
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7 Supporting inter-city collaboration
One of the basic premises of the POWER approach is that the stakeholders of a municipality hold the key to
effective long-term implementation of broad supranational strategies. Placing emphasis on the potential
supranational role of local governments, it has become increasingly clear during the course of the project
that the engaged stakeholders of one municipality can and should communicate with their counterparts in
other towns and cities both in the same country and abroad. A process of dissemination and replication
together with a capacity to mutually support each other by the exchange of local experiences and knowledge
concerned with the addressing of distinct water-based issues is an important task much supported by the
supranational entities who find direct communication with their local counterparts difficult to establish. As
Menon et al stated in 2005, ‘There are differences between various initiatives and programmes…due to
variations in philosophy, policy, scope, and geographical coverage. To optimise the impact of these initiatives
and programmes, the strengths of one initiative could be used to complement the shortcomings of another
initiative, rather than just competing’.22 The template for such inter-city collaboration within POWER was the
creation of the Declaration of Pisa (See: Section 7.4) This is essentially a non-binding declaration of intent but
which has proved to be a demonstration of how cities from different regions can collaborate together for a
common global cause. Exchanging both knowledge and experiences can better implement environmental
and indeed many other social and economic policies, helping to shorten the innovation value change and
market uptake of innovative water and waste management and treatment technologies. Furthermore, the
declaration and the creation of the Pisa Group formed by the signatory cities and other external participants
has revealed important opportunities to advance and reinforce the impact of supranational and national
endeavours.

7.1 Definition of a follower city
The engagement of what the POWER consortium have named ‘Follower Cities’ can be defined as the
recruitment of municipalities who are willing to a) observe, be informed and be able to provide their opinions
on the development of the objectives and the results of the POWER project in the latter stage of the
initiative’s progress b) possibly adopt the use of the POWER DSP to their own local needs regarding waterbased issues c) if they fulfil a) and b) implement the socio-political initiative named ConCensus which employs
the POWER DSP as the communication focus of its activities and/or d) extend the methodology of POWER in
order to enhance the progress of other environmental issues or indeed other non-environmental issues
within their municipality e) no matter to what extent they fulfil the above-mentioned intentions, to promote
knowledge regarding the POWER methodologies in their corresponding geographical regions.
The concept of a follower entity is not an original one. There have been and indeed still are many research
activities which include within their programme the recruitment of organisations and municipalities to fulfil
a number of observatory, dissemination or replication roles. In the POWER project, the consortium sought
to obtain from the engagement of external municipal authorities and platforms the following results:
1) A more effective dissemination of the project’s results.
2) An objective external assessment regarding the mechanisms produced by POWER as the
process was developed and tested.
3) An understanding of how the different mechanisms within POWER could interact with waterbased idiosyncrasies found in regions of Europe outside of the UK, Spain and Israel.
4) A replication of POWER activities which would extend beyond the lifespan of the POWER
project itself both in Europe and beyond.
5) The opportunity to test the mechanisms of POWER in other non-water related ambits at a
municipal level.

22

Memon, M.A., Pearson, C. and Imura, H. (2005) Inter-city Environmental Cooperation: The Case of the
Kitakyushu Initiative for a Clean Environment. International Review for Environmental Strategies Vol. 5, No.
2, pp. 531 – 540, 2005
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6) The exploration of the use of POWER within broader European programmes such as the
RENAISSANCE approach to Science-Culture-Sustainability Diplomacy or the aforementioned
UN-WWQA.

7.2 Recruitment of follower cities
The original plan for the recruitment of follower cities (described in D5.4) can be seen below. It included a
concerted approach to municipalities who were already aware of the City Blueprint such as those cities
described in the Urban Water Atlas for Europe23and member entities of the Network for Water in European
regions and Cities (NETWERC H2O)24.
Quarter
year

& Activity

Target group

Partner’s name

Q1 2016 – General communication of POWER activities in Politicians and technical EURECAT
Q2 2017
the POWER KDC Water Communities.
staff of potential target
cities.
Q3 2017

PHASE 2A AND 2B
Politicians and technical EURECAT
Through the information transmitted via the staff of potential target
broad social channels of communication such as cities.
Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn, the POWER
website (POWER WATER COMMUNITY) together
with a direct mailing to Target Cities, recruitment
of Target cities has commenced. The first group
of Target Cities are those who appear in The
Urban Water Atlas for Europe.

Q4 2017

Recruitment of Target cities is continuing. The Politicians and technical EURECAT
second group of Target Cities are those who are staff of potential target
members of the Network for Water in European cities.
Regions and Cities.

Table 1: Original Plan of Activities for communication and engagement for Target Follower Cities
This plan was adhered to and adapted to the circumstances presented by the technical application of the
POWER DSP. As a result, Phase 2A and 2B originally designed for the third and fourth quarter of 2017 were
to some extent delayed until the first and second quarter of 2018 whereby the targeted municipalities were
formally invited to participate in POWER. In addition to those mentioned above, further approaches were
made to member cities of The Association of German Towns and Municipalities, the Xarxa de Ciutats I Pobles
Cap a la Sostenibilitat and the Associació de Micropobles de Catalunya. With a view to creating a post-project
continuity, contact was also established with cities beyond Europe in the Middle East, such as Amman, the
USA (partially attributable to the intervention of the American members of the External Advisory Board) and
Bermuda. In September of 2019, the African Ministers Council on Water (AMCOW) were informed of POWER
and have decided to investigate the possibilities of a trial implementation in the Autumn of 2020 in Namibia
under the direct supervision of Paul Orengoh, the organisation’s Director of Programmes.

23

Gawlik, B., Easton P., Koop, S., Van Leuwen, C.J. and Elelman, R. (2017) Urban Water Atlas for Europe. Publications Office

of the European Union. http://dx.doi.org/10.2760/048114
24
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In order to highlight the political potential of POWER a video was produced in English, Catalan, Arabic and
Hebrew.25 The video served as a useful tool of project presentation to the more socio-political oriented
stakeholders and the public who attended the different events at which members of the POWER consortium
were invited to speak. Associations of municipalities have proved to be especially beneficial to the purposes
of the project as it enables effective communication with large numbers of potential municipal adherents.
At the time of the writing of this document the following organisations are follower cities and/or entities:
1) The German Federation of Towns and Municipalities (DE) representing 14,000 municipalities
2) The Xarxa de Ciutats I Pobles Cap a la Sostenibilitat (ES) representing 283 municipalities in the
Province of Barcelona.
3) Tossa de Mar (ES)
4) Figueres (ES)
5) Associació de Micropobles de Catalunya representing 135 municipalities
6) Lisbon (PT)
7) Constanta (RO)
8) Ovidiu (RO)
9) Harsova (RO)
10) Cernavoda (RO)
11) Nagykanizsa (HU)
12) Szentkiraly (HU)
13) Amman (JO)
14) Nicosia, (CYP)
15) The National Government of Bermuda
16) Los Angeles (USA)
17) Thira, Santorini (GR)
18) Pisa (IT)
19) Vilanant (ES)
20) Vilafant (ES)
21) Hanau (DE)
Eighteen municipal governments and three organisations (that between them can be said to represent a total
of 14,418 municipalities). In addition, a further number of towns and cities have been involved by
contributing to the Best Practice Repository (See Section 7.4) The work undertaken by POWER in Jerusalem
which is being closely observed by the RENAISSANCE programme of the Joint Research Centre of the
European Commission and by the WATER-EMPLOYMENT-MIGRATION initiative of GWP-MED in Athens has
also led to the determination on the part of Jerusalem to create a Middle East Regional Water Forum in the
January of 2020. This will be co-hosted by The Jerusalem Water Forum and POWER, represented by EURECAT.
Both the European Commission and the UN-WWQA have confirmed that they will attend a meeting where
the Israeli city will reach out to its Arabic-speaking neighbours in Jordan, the West Bank and the Lebanon to
form a coalition with the objective of addressing one of the most important issues which concerns all parts
of that region; water.
Further recruitment efforts continued at the POWER CONFERENCE for FOLLOWER CITIES held in Pisa, in April,
2019 and as will be discussed in the following section, the effect of Pisa was further enhanced by a meeting
organised to coincide with the POWER FINAL CONFERENCE in Brussels in the autumn of 2019. Both events
and the work undertaken in 2019 sought to create a strong foundation for the continuing application of the
POWER mechanisms from 2020 onwards. This will be further enhanced by the Water Smart Cities unit of the
25

See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=znbflHioIfQ
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Brussels-based platform, WATER EUROPE and the newly established College F within said organisation for
City Associate Members which is currently being developed and led by members of the POWER consortium.

7.3 The declaration of Pisa
It was decided that in order to strengthen the concept of the POWER Follower City approach, a specific event
would be organised to which interested external local administrations and other relevant entities would be
introduced to the POWER DSP, The Water Governance Capacity Framework, the POWER approach to
awareness creation and citizen engagement and the concept of the ConCensus.
The event held in Pisa on the 12th of April, 2019 was attended by 44 people from the United Kingdom,
Germany, Spain, Italy, Romania, Hungary, Israel and Portugal. Attendees were encouraged to examine the
speakers in order to truly understand the details of what was being demonstrated in a discussion chaired by
Klaus Nutzenburger, the Director of the German Federation of Towns and Cities. The ultimate objective of
the conference was to create a group identity which would serve as a nucleus for further municipal activity
based on the POWER approach beyond the end of the project. In order to define the status of a follower
entity, the attendees were presented with the draft of a Declaration of Intent by Dr. Bernd Gawlik of the Joint
Research Centre of the European Commission, which after discussing they were invited to sign. This
document which has become known as the Declaration of Pisa is not obligatory for a POWER Follower, but
does serve to publically reinforce a municipality’s intention to follow the progress of POWER. Declarations of
Intention are useful political mechanisms in that they illustrate an important first step on the part of the
administration or entity in question to become involved in an initiative without them having to formally
promise any specific action or financial investment. They constitute, in short, the definitive political icebreaker. 15 different entities signed the Declaration of Pisa.

Figure 9: The POWER FOLLOWER CITY CONFERENCE Programme
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Figure 10: The signees of the Declaration of Pisa, April, 2019
To further reinforce the purpose of the Follower Group and more importantly to address in earnest the future
of the POWER Follower Cities, a POWER FOLLOWER CITY ASSEMBLY was organised for the 9th of October,
2019 at the Catalan Delegation to the EU in Brussels, to coincide with the POWER FINAL CONFERENCE which
was to be celebrated the day after.
The Assembly was so named as it was intended to be neither a conference nor a workshop with different
experts explaining a series of presentations whilst the audience passively listened. This was to be a working
meeting in order to debate the future of the POWER Follower Cities and how the initiative could develop
after the project itself had terminated.
After an initial re-introduction to the POWER DSP and the Declaration of Pisa, the 43 people attending were
invited to debate that described above. It was decided that further dissemination would be undertaken by
the follower entities present in their respective geographical spheres of influence. This, in fact is already
noticeable in Catalonia, where thanks to the interest of Figueres, the capital of the county of the Alt Empordà,
the Associació de Micropobles de Catalunya, and the municipalities of Tossa de Mar, Vilanant and Vilafant
have become involved. It was also decided that the first presiding city of the group would be Jerusalem,
originally a KDC but which at the termination of the project has stated it will be prepared to head the network.
Thus, the next face-to-face meeting will take place in Jerusalem in the first semester of 2020. Meanwhile the
cities will be invited to take part in preparatory virtual meetings. Perhaps the most important message for
the Follower Cities was that they would, if they so wished, form part of the nucleus of cities on which the
Social Engagement Programme of the United Nations World Water Quality Alliance would be based. The
project’s KDCs will also naturally be invited to participate and indeed the idea has already been strongly
embraced by the city councils of both Jerusalem and Sabadell. (See: Section 6.1) as has participation in two
other supranational initiatives, the RENAISSANCE Science-Culture-Sustainability Approach led by EURECAT
and the Joint Research Centre of the European Commission and The Water-Employment-Migration (WEM)
Group led by the Union for the Mediterranean and GWP-MED.

7.4 The Best Practice Repository
The creation of a Best Practice Repository (See D3.1 for full details) supported the idea of the POWER DSP
acting as what the Coordinator of POWER described at the Final Project Conference in Brussels as a specific
Wikipedia for water. The existence of this digital reference library further reinforces the concept of inter-city
collaboration and mutual support, whilst permitting one to learn from other successes and failures, it also
offers municipalities the opportunity to advertise their own intentions to a broader audience.
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What can be observed since the installation of this feature is that there exist many solutions for water
challenges which have been applied in municipalities across the world. The knowledge and experiences of
applying solutions to issues such as extreme weather events, reduction of water consumption, variables
related to water conservation or water quality issues are highly valuable for other cities facing similar
challenges. Such solutions or best practices can be defined as a procedure that has been shown by research
and experience to produce optimal results and that is established or proposed as a standard suitable for
widespread application. Accordingly, best practices are by definition an optimal alignment of technical, social
and administrative procedures and arrangements, and thus require an integrative approach.
For extreme weather events, blue-green infrastructure solutions appear to be effective in adapting to more
frequent and more extreme rainfall events. These solutions include several other benefits such as
recreational value, the combating of air pollution, increasing biodiversity etc., which make these measures
an attractive option that is often supported by the cities’ citizens, companies and other stakeholders as well.
With respect to the reduction of water consumption, key insights into strategies of communication, economic
incentives, stakeholder engagement campaigns that can be considered best practices were discovered. There
are several cities that have a particular low drinking water consumption and could be considered as frontrunners. Different techniques have been identified that can improve the variables related to water
conservation. In particular, systematic monitoring techniques have been identified.
Finally, best practices of water quality have been submitted, in particular with respect to quality of water for
reuse. Several frontrunner cities, mainly in Spain and Israel have been identified for their well-known
recycling of wastewater for purposes that require less stringent water quality standards such as greenhouses,
industrial purposes, for irrigation purposes and urban and recreational purposes.
Five important lessons for the identification and exchange of best practices between cities can be identified.
Best practices in general demonstrate a multi-sector approach, a long-term vision, cohesion, a capacity to be
adopted by other cities, and an ability to address the most urgent water-related issues at hand.
Sharing best practices through online platforms has a high potential for boosting urban climate adaptation.
Particularly because people that have contributed to or experienced these best practices can share them first
hand with others. The POWER Best Practices Repository provides such an online platform to address waterrelated challenges. Such an additional platform feature further strengthens the concept of Digital Social
Platforms by not only directly exchanging ideas between citizens, professionals and politicians within a city
but also exchanging ideas between different representatives of other cities. The key strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats of sharing best practices are summarised below:

Table 2: The advantages and disadvantages of sharing best practices. Source: Stef Koop, KWR.
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7.5 Case study - Follower city Hanau
7.5.1

Framework conditions for the development of the first external POWER Platform

Municipalities are a special customer group. Due to structural change, the financial crisis and demographic
developments, many municipalities are required to use their financial resources sparingly. With a view to the
future, the POWER platform can provide municipalities with considerable financial advantages, since citizen
participation processes produce long-term political strategies that are characterised above all by
sustainability – also at the monetary level. This particular advantage of using the platform is therefore also
one of the biggest challenges in the early implementation phase, since cost reductions only becomes visible
after a longer period of time.
A municipality must therefore be convinced of the advantages of the POWER platform within the project
period in order to be willing to invest several thousand euros in installation, adaptation and operation,
without the platform having been previously tested by a large number of municipalities under various
conditions. (See: POWER Deliverable 5.7 for details).
Nevertheless, there are a number of municipalities that are aware of the great advantages of a citizen
participation platform and would like to integrate this type of communication tool into their policy making
concept. However, with the readiness to operate a POWER platform an immediate implementation is not
always given. The next step is often a formal process of integrating the concept into the budget of a
municipality. Only after this approval procedure is finalised, can the work begin on site.
It is therefore a great success that the city of Hanau, a member of Climate Alliance since 1993 and a Member
of the Covenant of Mayors since 2008, was willing to operate a POWER platform at a very early stage – just
18 months after the Key Demonstration Cities had started their test phase and without having implemented
a market strategy. Various factors have led to this result:
1. The time-consuming bureaucratic process of approving a larger financial expenditure and the critical
consideration of whether the investment is justified at all could be skipped. This was possible because
the test DSP could be taken over and adapted for Hanau without a relatively large effort.
2. Municipal employees of Hanau are very committed to climate change adaptation and are willing to
take greater effort in this regard.
3. Just when Climate Alliance contacted the Hanau city administration concerning the POWER platform,
a Hanau civic working group on climate change and heat expressed the wish to use a digital
communication tool to improve planning processes and optimise the involvement of other
stakeholders.
7.5.2

First step: Adaptation of the Hanau POWER Community Platform and forwarding
information to the population

The city of Hanau is not only the first city outside the group of KDCs using a POWER platform, it is also the
first city from Germany. While the four POWER pilot cities use DSPs for water-related topics, the city of Hanau
wants to increase heat resilience with the POWER platform and generally bring the topic of adaptation to
climate change closer to the citizens.
The first negotiations on the use of the POWER platform by the City of Hanau began in October 2018 In
January, 2019 the platform was officially integrated as an option for participatory methods into the concept
of the pilot project "Adaptation on Climate Change Großauheim - Focus Health". Subsequently, efforts were
made to find the most cost-effective way to be able to offer a POWER platform to the city of Hanau, as it was
not possible to integrate the costs into the city’s budget planning at short notice. As already mentioned, the
result was that the POWER test platform was used and adapted to the needs of the city.
In order to design the platform in such a way that it could be used without any barriers to the inhabitants of
Hanau-Großauheim, a project team consisting of staff from Climate Alliance, Baseform and EIPCM was
formed. One goal was to translate the entire platform into German. The corresponding platform source code
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was transferred from Baseform to Climate Alliance to be adapted there. Since individual parts of the platform
concern the Gamification tool, these were translated and integrated.
In addition to the general translation, changes were also made to the content, as the city of Hanau does not
focus on water issues but on climate change and heat. In this context a close cooperation with the city
administration of Hanau was necessary. The relevant parts in this context were, for example, the logo on the
homepage and gamification graphics. While the basic structure of the platform was developed by the POWER
project team, the city administration created the challenges and added texts and images.
7.5.3

Second step: Introduction of the Hanau Platform to the citizen working group
Großauheim on climate adaptation & heat and encouraging members to participate

Hanau is located in the federal state of Hesse in the Rhine-Main region. This region is characterised by a
particularly mild climate and is one of the warmest regions in Germany. The POWER DSP was presented in
the district of Hanau-Großauheim with a focus on health, in order to take into account, the increasing impact
of heat waves on risk groups. In this district there is already a vibrant group of citizens from political parties
and other local associations who function as multipliers.
The POWER platform and its functionalities were finally presented to this group on 10 August 2019. In
addition to the organisation team, consisting of three project staff members from the POWER Consortium
and three representatives of the Hanau city administration, about 20 other people were present. After an
introduction to the POWER project, the possibilities offered by the platform to the citizens of Großauheim
were demonstrated. The participants then worked out relevant topics for the platform and discussed their
prioritisation. Overall, the platform met with great interest, but has not yet been launched. After the kick-off
meeting in August, the platform underwent a series of adjustments, for example in the area of data
protection or content expansion. In addition, there is a strategy to introduce the working group slowly and
carefully to the possibilities of using the platform, so that any barriers that could prevent its use are removed
in advance. The aim is that this group, consisting of multipliers, encourages other people to use the platform
in order to achieve the highest possible output for the city of Hanau. In this context, two further meetings
are scheduled for November 2019 in which the platform is to be made even more familiar to the working
group. Once again, Climate Alliance staff will be present.
7.5.4

Third step: Presentation of the experiences with the Hanau POWER platform

Within the framework of the 28th International Conference of Climate Alliance in Rostock / Germany, POWER
organised a workshop in cooperation with the Covenant of Mayors on 27 September 2019. Understanding
how best to involve the public in climate change adaptation strategies is a key challenge for many local
authorities. True engagement goes beyond mere awareness-raising; it entails consulting citizens through
participatory processes and promoting and cooperating with citizen initiatives. Participating representatives
from different municipalities learned creative methods and tools to achieve these goals and discussed how
best to engage hard-to-reach target groups at the workshop. During the course of the same conference, the
City of Hanau publicly reiterated that they are willing to proceed with the POWER DSP in the coming months.
Based on the experience in Hanau, the post-project opportunities for the POWER results can be seen to
include the addressing of many non-water based issues at a municipal level.

7.6 The reaction of the follower cities
Questionnaire – Part I
A questionnaire was sent to all the follower entities of the POWER project. Informal feedback was received
from many of the target group members but only six city councils responded in writing. The first question
asked was the name of the municipality which was represented by the interviewee. It was decided, that in
order to avoid any possibility of the interviewee being identified in accordance with the GDPR of the
European Union, that the answers to this question should be omitted. The responses were provided by five
municipal civil servants and one elected politician. The interviewees had been in their present professional
and/or political position for an average of 4 years, 3 months which is a relatively short period of time for a
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civil servant and is an average time for elected representatives. It must be noted that the concept of a local
authority does vary between the 27 member states of the European Union. Although the general concept of
a town or city council is accepted by all, there are important differences which depend to a great extent, but
not entirely, on whether the state system such as France is deeply centralised or as is the case of Spain more
autonomous. The length of the municipal mandate is for example, 4 years in Spain and the United Kingdom
although this in the case of the latter can vary. Milton Keynes, one of the POWER KDCs, employs the 'by
halves' system, whereby half of the council is elected every two years. In France, and Germany, however, the
mandate is 6 years.

Questionnaire – Part II
Important differences with regards to the responsibilities of different types of municipal governments
between European countries and indeed regions exist especially with regards to functional integration, the
unity or duality of local government organisation, the effects of territorial reform and local public expenditure
as a percentage of GDP.26 These differences will explain some of the answers to been seen below. Whilst all
the respondents confessed that there existed water-based challenges in their cities (Questionnaire Part II,
Q.1) only two had experience in establishing a full dialogue with local Quadruple Helix stakeholders (Part II,
Q.2) whereas, and this is extremely important to differentiate, four of the six had previously involved citizens
in policy co-creation (Part II, Q.5). Therefore, in the case of 66% of the cities, citizen involvement to differing
extents were a known practice but only 33% had considered collaborating with all the sectors of the
Quadruple Helix in the same forum. Two points must be noted here. First, the answers of six cities can hardly
be described as a faithful description of the opinion of 21 follower entities and secondly, what is understood
by the term, ‘policy co-creation’ could differ from one city to another.
Four of the cities had already developed policies which addressed one or more aspects of the Water-EnergyFood-Ecosystem Nexus (WEFE), thus demonstrating a previously-established interest in environmental
issues. An extremely interesting conclusion can be taken from the answers to Part II Q.4 where all the
respondents unanimously reclaim a ‘central’ or ‘fundamental’ role for municipalities in the international issue
of climate change thus mirroring the ambitions of the supranational entities described in the Executive
Summary of this deliverable.

26

Marcou, G. (2007) Local authority competences in Europe. European Committee on Local and Regional
Democracy. Council of Europe. Brussels. https://rm.coe.int/1680746fbb
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Questionnaire – Part III
With regards to the Follower Cities’ reaction to the POWER mechanisms such as the DSP, the ConCensus
process and the Best Practice Repository, the conclusions are extremely encouraging, coming as they do,
from authorities who would be expected to initiate such processes.
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From the outset, the respondents show that they were keen to sign the Declaration of Pisa, although one of
the answers can be attributed to civic pride in the document bearing the name of their municipality. All of
the cities were impressed by the DSP itself agreeing or strongly agreeing that the DSP is a good way to inform
citizens about water and sustainability issues, whilst 83% agreed or strongly agreed that the DSP would be a
useful tool for their municipality. Only one respondent remained neutral in their opinion regarding the latter.
The ConCensus stage of the process was also extremely well received by the cities. On person had no opinion,
but the other interviewees were enthusiastic claiming that as a general concept ConCensus is ‘essential’,
‘practical, tangible’, and a method which ‘must receive international attention’. Again, these reactions to Part
II Q. 3 must be placed in context in that they represent the opinions of only six of the twenty-one follower
entities.
All of the cities who answered the questionnaire stated that would employ either the DSP or the ConCensus
approach. 50% stated they would employ both, 33% that they would use only the ConCensus and 16.7% that
they use only the DSP. Only two answers were received regarding the willingness of a city to engage in a
network of inter-city collaboration, but both answers were positive, as was the reaction to the Best Practice
Repository where all of those who answered with sufficient knowledge to do so stated that their city would
like to share information concerning their activities publically.
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8 Conclusions
The DSP as a motor of long-term policy continuity
POWER is a technical study of the possibilities of a Digital Social Platform (DSP) designed specifically to
address one particular environmental sector, that of water. The purpose of the DSP is to inform and act as a
central point of focus for a broader socio-political movement in which social and political awareness
regarding water-based issues is sought. However, such a project cannot limit itself to preparing an IT
mechanism without clearly establishing a social framework within which it can be seen to be effective. This
deliverable has sought to explain how that social, technical and subsequently political framework is created,
thus underlining the importance of the DSP as not only a source of information and a mechanism of group
coordination and communication but as the primary motor behind a citizen engagement programme that
enables local administrations to address global issues such as water in a more detailed, systematic, open and
transparent manner. Such an approach permits enhanced policy stability and as a result, continuity. It
provides more public confidence in local and therefore supranational priorities and furthermore can assist in
bringing local communities together in the task of overcoming grave international environmental challenges.
The mere establishment of a DSP alone will not produce the desired effects. But, similarly, a socio-political
engagement campaign without such a tool would be far less successful. The combination of IT, social activity,
both virtual and face-to face and political compromise to the extent that elected representatives are willing
to delegate public responsibility to concerned citizens is a powerful combination in an exercise that only local
administrations can truly undertake, due to their proximity to the targeted stakeholders but which satisfies
the needs of supranational decision-makers.

The enhanced role of the local government
This lesson has been a hard one for supranational organisations to learn and an even more difficult concept
for national governments to accept, but the success of the Covenant of Mayors and other similar movements
where local leaders replace national representatives at the tables of international conferences has proved to
be a convincing tendency over the last decade. POWER has combined new approaches with tried and tested
methodologies in order to further the municipal-oriented approach to world environmental affairs. It has
established a clear roadmap which begins with an honest gap analysis of water-based needs at a municipal
level employing the City Blueprint, developed by KWR and the Water Governance Capacity Framework which
KWR created together with the University of Utrecht. An administration that is willing to learn where it
succeeds and where it requires improvement is a far healthier, more stable entity which can then with an
understanding of both its strengths and weaknesses begin to redress the latter with clear objectives and a
coherent plan of action. POWER provides the means to construct an answer to the identified gaps by the
implementation of a comprehensive awareness creation and subsequent citizen engagement plan put into
practice by EIPCM, which can be applied to representatives of all four socio-economic components of the
Quadruple Helix, together.

Satisfying the demand to be involved
The result of an increase in awareness and the desire on behalf of a person to ‘be involved’ should not be
ignored but rather employed for the good of a public policy. With the introduction of ConCensus, POWER has
provided a new answer to important questions that researchers began to discuss after the comparative
failure of the Agenda 21 process to influence policy planning in many cities around the World. How does one
satisfy the demand of citizens involved in the early stages of policy creation consultation to remain engaged
during the full life cycle of a subsequently approved project? How does one ensure that initial enthusiasm,
interest and concern does not become disappointment or indeed frustration as a citizen who has eagerly
participated in the imagining of solutions to identified problems is reduced to the role of mere spectator as
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the political and technical stakeholders withdraw to their offices in order to negotiate, implement or not
implement the expectations that had initially been publically generated? POWER suggests that despite
lacking a formal political mandate and technical knowledge, citizen stakeholders can ultimately become the
overseers of ‘their’ policy. Whilst constituting a convincing deterrent to policy abandonment, ConCensus,
constructed on the foundations of the virtual local water communities; the POWER DSP, dotes public policies
with a sense of public ownership, thus enhancing citizen support and comprehension for the programme in
question and subsequently extending its life-expectancy.

Inter-City Collaboration
The active involvement of the citizen throughout the process also reveals improved opportunities for intercity learning not only through traditional, political channels but also by an established communication
between digital water communities situated in different municipalities and other regions and countries. The
capacity to exchange and discuss the pros and cons of distinct experiences is supported by the Best Practice
Repository which in itself becomes a specialised, issue-based reference library in which local communities
can illustrate their successes and learn from the actions of others. The issue of inter-city communication leads
one to consider the value of inter-city cooperation and networking. Within the POWER project this was
implemented with the establishment of the Follower City network, encapsulated within the Declaration of
Pisa. The capacity for the establishment of more formal links between administrations is always important
and leads to the enhancement of post-project continuity which from the outset, POWER had identified as a
priority.

An instruction manual for citizen engagement
This deliverable was not only intended as a report concerning the actions of a number of members of the
POWER Consortium. It is also a manual which describes how a city council can create awareness and engage
a wide range of stakeholders by establishing their own DSP and how they can establish the ConCensus
approach. This facet of being a practical guide is focused on in Section 4 and Section 5 which clearly explain
how long-term visions can be implemented if initial support is created and maintained. The theory is
supported by examples of proof of concept. The results as reflected in the questionnaires which form part of
this document are positive. Nevertheless, the numbers answering the surveys were small and certain issues
such as the age, gender and professional background of the participants to date would suggest that further
effort must be made in order to ensure that the POWER methodology as a whole is truly universal.

Attracting the attention of the supranational entities
Undoubtedly, to date, the City of Jerusalem has proved to be the most politically successful example of the
POWER methodology. The aim to convert a long-term vision into a reality has been fully supported, approved
and financed by the city council who have publicly acknowledged the importance of the POWER DSP and the
supporting socio-political mechanisms. The local ConCensus, named the Jerusalem Water Forum has proved
so popular that the city council itself has decided to widen the experience by creating a larger, regional entity
in the January of 2020 with the support of members of the POWER consortium. This new group will be named
the Middle East Regional Water Forum and cities from Jordan, Palestine and the Lebanon, together with
other municipalities from Cyprus and the Gulf States are being contacted. This move has, thanks to the
POWER consortium received the support of both the European Commission’s Joint Research Centre and the
Union for the Mediterranean who together with EURECAT have named Jerusalem the first lead city of a new
network of municipalities in relation to city-to city knowledge exchange for Science-Art-Sustainability
Diplomacy within which the social engagement model of POWER will have an important role.
Further high-level supranational acceptance of the POWER approach has been obtained from the United
Nations World Water Quality Alliance who in Ispra, Italy on the 18th of September, 2019 approved the use
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of the ConCensus approach as part of the Social Engagement Programme of the Alliance which will be led by
EURECAT together with the JRC, the World Bank and the Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United
Nations (FAO). These recent events confirm that the POWER approach is entering a new stage in which it will
seek to achieve the ambition of working towards an improved relationship between local government and
international entities based on a top-bottom and bottom-up approach. The POWER project will be featured
as an official case study of the European Commission’s WEFE ATLAS for the MEDITERRANEAN which will be
published in the late autumn of 2020.

The effectiveness of the Key Demonstration Cities
Both Sabadell and Milton Keynes have progressed well with the application of the POWER approach. The City
Council of Sabadell has already officially approved the policy suggested by the Local Water Community as
well as certifying the establishment of the ConCensus as the overseers of the future policy’s implementation.
Milton Keynes are concluding at present the preparation of the policy concept to be then presented formally
to the City Council’s elected representatives by the members of the city’s ConCensus which has been named
the Citizen Interest Board (CIB).

The components of POWER – flexible tools for different circumstances
The City of Leicester, for perfectly sound local political reasons, were unable to execute the ConCensus stage
of the POWER methodology due to the pre-existence of engagement plans currently being executed within
the municipality. This, instead of being a drawback, has proved to be an excellent opportunity to investigate
whether the POWER DSP is capable of being effective within the framework of other engagement
programmes. The results have been equally positive. The ‘Your river’ programme and the issue of flooding
are being explained to a community which in the DSP has found a hub on which to base water-related
activities. POWER is composed of a number of parts. As a whole they function extremely effectively but as
individual elements, (the City Blueprint, the Water Governance Capacity Framework, the POWER DSP, the
awareness creation and citizen engagement mechanisms and ConCensus), when applied to pre-existing local
socio-political conditions, they are also capable of demonstrating their individual worth.

Giving POWER to other issues
In the same vein, it is worth noting that POWER, whilst having been designed to specifically address waterbased challenges, is also perfectly adaptable to other environmental, social or economic issues which at a
local level require long-term, coherent answers to be implemented over an extended period of time. The
follower city Hanau is employing the POWER DSP in a local citizen-oriented movement to address the heatrelated consequences of climate change and its repercussion on the health of the population. The City of
Figueres in Northern Spain is going to implement the ConCensus approach and is considering the use of the
POWER DSP in order to address the issue of sustainable public transport. In discussion with representatives
of different regional and municipal authorities it has been suggested that the POWER model of awareness
and engagement could be applied to such diverse subjects as energy, local urban planning, citizen budgets,
gender equality, culture and education.
As has been stated previously it is important to understand that no social or political mechanism is apt for
any situation regardless of the location. Depending on the country, the region or indeed the city in question,
cultural and historical factors, local political traditions, existing legislation, attitudes and social norms can
prove to be obstacles to the implementation of the POWER methodology (as a whole or in part) as is the case
with other similar approaches. Individual politicians have different attitudes to how decisions should be taken
and implemented effectively. It may be the case that an urgent issue cannot afford to wait for the full
execution of a citizen engagement process. It may be the case that a more representative as opposed to
participatory approach whereby the elected representative feels that during their mandate they have the
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obligation to undertake all the stages of a decision-making process whilst accepting the responsibility for
their decisions is considered by that person or authority, preferable at a given time. On the other hand, an
administration which openly seeks to embrace public opinion can, employing POWER, transfer the emphasis
of decision-making regarding an issue for which the general public themselves demand action, from the
citizen participatory to the citizen engagement model and at the same time maintain a control over the
political agenda.
Undoubtedly the most universal of the POWER mechanisms is the DSP. But, one must always bear in mind
that a Digital Social Platform is only effective if the accompanying activities, the content submitted and the
acceptance on the part of the targeted audience accompany the technical capacities of the platform itself.
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10 Annexes
Annex 1: Campaign implementation plan template
Campaign Summary
Campaign target date
Campaign structure
Campaign message – sketch of text content
Task

Who

Target date to be
completed by
(unless otherwise
indicated)/done

Completed?
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ANNEX 2: The Declaration of Pisa

Project funded by the European Union
H2020 Programme
Project Number: 687809

POWER FOLLOWER CITY - DECLARATION OF INTENT

I the undersigned do declare that:
1) Given that the European Commission is funding the Horizon 2020 project “Political and social
awareness on Water Environmental challenges” (POWER)
2) Given that the aforementioned project is in the process of developing a Digital Social Platform (DSP)
in four Key Demonstration Cities that seeks to increase awareness regarding water-based
environmental challenges by involving a broad representation of social actors in urban society
3) Given that the aforementioned project consortium led by De Montfort University (UK) seeks to
explore both the environmental, social, economic and political consequences of an improved Digital
Social Platform
4) Given that (NAME OF YOUR ORGANISATION) is interested in seeking an enhanced dialogue between
government, industry, academia and the citizen
5) Given that an important aspect of the POWER project is to disseminate and replicate the effects of
its work undertaken in the cities of Leicester (UK), Milton Keynes (UK), Sabadell (ES) and Jerusalem
(IL) to other previously uninvolved local administrations and relevant entities both in Europe and
beyond

The (NAME OF YOUR ORGANISATION) states its intent to become a POWER FOLLOWER ENTITY. (NAME OF
ORGANISATION) understands that in manifesting said intent it undertakes no legal or financial commitment
whatsoever but that it will as a POWER FOLLOWER receive a full introduction to the POWER DSP system and
further regular information concerning the progress of the aforementioned project, especially with regards
to the application of the ConCenSus methodology and that it will be invited to attend events organised by
the POWER consortium during the course of the second half of 2019.
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(NAME OF YOUR ORGANISATION) understands that it will be free to offer such input and opinions regarding
the POWER DSP as it deems necessary to the POWER consortium. In so doing (NAME OF YOUR
ORGANISATION) understands that its voluntary contribution of such input and/or opinion will aid the project
consortium to further improve and develop the methodologies being investigated.
The input of (NAME OF YOUR ORGANISATION) will contribute to the writing of reports to the EU, and may
also be disseminated in academic papers and conference presentations. Neither the name of (NAME OF
YOUR ORGANISATION) nor any other institutional identifying information will appear in the report or any
papers or conference presentations resulting from this study without the previous written permission of
(NAME OF YOUR ORGANISATION). Otherwise, anonymous data will be used in said outputs in order to
disseminate the learning from the POWER project to other cities and relevant entities in Europe and beyond.
All data collected and processed will be handled in compliance with UK and EU data protection legislation.
All information will be anonymised and stored in a secure location. The methodology for the data collection
of users’ requirements for the POWER project has been reviewed and approved by the De Montfort
University Human Research Ethics committee.
(NAME OF YOUR ORGANISATION) understands that participation in this research activity is entirely voluntary.
(NAME OF YOUR ORGANISATION) may also decide to withdraw from the project at any time.
Therefore, I the undersigned, having read the information presented in this Declaration of Intent, state that
(NAME OF YOUR ORGANISATION) wishes to become a POWER FOLLOWER.
Signed:
Name, Position, Department:
Date and Place:
Official Stamp of Public Administration/Relevant Entity
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ANNEX 3: The ConCensus Evaluation Questionnaire
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ANNEX 4: The results of the ConCensus Evaluation Questionnaire
JERUSALEM
Part I: Personal data
The first part of questionnaire was dedicated to collect personal data about the participants in the
questionnaire.
The questionnaire was answered by a total of 10 participants of which 4 were females and 6 males. It is a
sufficient number of participants to be representative of the community and the Quadruple Helix. The age
distribution is presented in the Figure 1.

Figure 1. Participants age distribution.
The overall age range of participants was 31 – 70 years. However, participants having 31 – 40 and 51 – 60
formed the largest proportion of participants.
The ConCensus members, that have answered the questionnaire were from diverse fields of occupation being
Environmental (20%) and Sustainable gardening (20%) the most popular (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Fields of occupation of questionnaire participants.
80% of questionnaire contributors participate in social activities within their municipality. The results are
presented in the Figure 3. Social activities related with community gardens and parks were the most
mentioned (40%). Volunteering was in the second place (20%). The remaining 20% didn’t identify their
activities.

Figure 3. Participation in social activities.
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The absence of political party members means that rather than seeking broad social influence, the members
of the ConCensus are motivated by a genuine concern for and belief in the specific policy they would be
supervising Only one of the questionnaire participants confirmed they were a political party member. The
remaining 90% reported themselves as genuinely concerned private individuals (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Belonging to a political party.
Part II: Attitudes towards global societal challenges
In the second part of questionnaire participants had to answer the questions related to global societal
challenges.
Different issues related to the global societal challenges were given. Questionnaire participants had to choose
3 issues that they consider to be the most important challenges of the 21st century. The results are presented
in the Figure 5.

Figure 5. Issues considered by questionnaire participants to be the most important challenges of the 21st
century.
Figure 5 clearly demonstrates which global challenge is considered by questionnaire participants to be the
most important of the 21st century – 80% of them selected climate change. In the second and third places
increasing world population and migration was selected, respectively. Gender equality appeared to be a
minor issue for questionnaire contributors, no votes were received.
Next, questionnaire participants had to specify how important are water-based challenges in comparison
with the challenges that they have selected in a previous question. The minor part of them (40%) waterbased challenges identified as more important than climate change, increasing world population and
migration (Figure 6.). Nevertheless, 60% of questionnaire contributions think that water-based challenges
are just as important.
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Figure 6. The importance of water-based challenges in comparison with the issues from Figure 5.
The last question of the second part was, why did the participants join the ConCensus in their municipality.
Three of them pointed to potential changes in the municipality. More exactly, these questionnaire
participants think that “being a part of ConCensus gives a real opportunity for engaged citizens to have a
meaningful conversation with the municipality, with a view to positive impact on policy”. 3 answers were
related to specific city issues such as ecology, water and city gardens. The rest of the answers were not
explicit.
Part III: Attitudes towards the ConCensus approach
Figure 7 presents the general opinion of the questionnaire participants about ConCensus in their cities. The
answers indicate, that in general, the participants are quite satisfied with ConCensus in their cities, since
positive answers like “Somewhat agree” and “Strongly agree” make up a bulk of all the answers. However,
from 3 to 5 participants indicated “Neutral” answer in each question. And finally, there are negative answers
“Somewhat disagree” and “Strongly disagree”. In one of them, 3 participants disagree that as a result of being
a member of the ConCensus group they learnt more about water based challenges. The other two states are
related with the POWER digital platform. 3 and 4 participants disagree that POWER digital platform is useful
for learning more about water-related challenges of their cities discussed in the ConCensus process and that
the POWER digital platform of their cities is helpful for supporting the ConCensus process, accordingly.
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Figure 7. General opinion of the questionnaire participants about ConCensus approach in their cities.
MILTON KEYNES
Part I: Personal data
In Milton Keynes, the questionnaire was answered by a total of 4 participants of which 1 was female and 3
males. The age distribution is presented in the Figure 1.

Figure 1. Participants age distribution.
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The ConCensus members, that have answered the questionnaire were from diverse fields of occupation
(Figure 2).

Figure 2. Fields of occupation of questionnaire participants.
75% of questionnaire contributors participate in social activities within their municipality.
The absence of political party members means that rather than seeking broad social influence, the members
of the ConCensus are motivated by a genuine concern for and belief in the specific policy they would be
supervising.

From the information collected in the first questionnaire part – personal data – it can be observed that men
and women are almost equally concerned about water-based challenges in their municipality.

Part II: Attitudes towards global societal challenges
In the second part of questionnaire participants had to answer the questions related to global societal
challenges.
Different issues related to the global societal challenges were given. Questionnaire participants had to choose
3 issues that they consider to be the most important challenges of the 21st century. The results are presented
in the Figure 3.

Figure 3. Issues considered by questionnaire participants to be the most important challenges of the 21st
century.
Figure 3 clearly demonstrates which global challenges are considered by questionnaire participants to be the
most important of the 21st century – 75% of the participants selected climate change and migration.
International armed conflicts, increasing world population and other (e.g education, health, pension)
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challenges were also selected by 50% of participants. Employment appeared to be a minor issue for
questionnaire contributors, no votes were received.
Next, questionnaire participants had to specify how important are water-based challenges in comparison
with the challenges that they have selected in a previous question. A quarter of the participants (25%)
identified water-based challenges as less important than climate change, increasing world population and
migration (Figure 4.). Nevertheless, 75% of questionnaire contributions think that water-based challenges
are more important.

Figure 4. The importance of water-based challenges in comparison with the issues from Figure 5.
The last question of the second part was, why did the participants join the ConCensus in their municipality.

Part III: Attitudes towards the ConCensus approach
Figure 5 presents the general opinion of the questionnaire participants about ConCensus in their cities.
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Figure 5. General opinion of the questionnaire participants about ConCensus approach in their cities.
SABADELL
Part I: Personal data
The questionnaire was answered by a total of 5 participants of which 2 were females and 3 males. The age
distribution is presented in the Figure 1.

Figure 1. Participants age distribution.

Figure 2. Fields of occupation of questionnaire participants.
The 20% of questionnaire contributors participate in social activities within their municipality.
The absence of political party members – 100% in this case, means that rather than seeking broad social
influence, the members of the ConCensus are motivated by a genuine concern for and belief in the specific
policy they would be supervising.
From the information collected it can be seen that men and women participating in the ConCensus are almost
equally concerned about water-based challenges in their municipality.
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Part II: Attitudes towards global societal challenges
In the second part of questionnaire participants had to answer the questions related to global societal
challenges.
Different issues related to the global societal challenges were given. Questionnaire participants had to choose
3 issues that they consider to be the most important challenges of the 21st century. The results are presented
in the Figure 3.

Figure 3. Issues considered by questionnaire participants to be the most important challenges of the 21st
century.
Figure 3 clearly demonstrates which global challenge is considered by questionnaire participants to be the
most important of the 21st century – all participants selected climate change. In the second and third places
employment and migration with international armed conflicts were selected, respectively. Gender equality
appeared to be a minor issue for questionnaire contributors, no votes were received.
Next, questionnaire participants had to specify how important water-based challenges are in comparison
with the challenges that they have selected in a previous question. The minor part of them (20%) identified
water-based challenges as more important than climate change, increasing world population and migration
(Figure 4.). Nevertheless, 80% of questionnaire contributions think that water-based challenges are just as
important.

Figure 4. The importance of water-based challenges in comparison with the issues from Figure 5.
Why did the participants join the ConCensus in their municipality?
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Part III: Attitudes towards the ConCensus approach
Figure 5 presents the general opinion of the questionnaire participants about ConCensus approach in their
cities. For this, the third part of questionnaire was dedicated.
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Figure 5. General opinion of the questionnaire participants about ConCensus approach in their cities.
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